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• Butane Micro Torch

• Prip’s Flux & Dispenser

• Electric Pickle Pot & Sparex

• Soldering Tools

456-145

Butane Torch Soldering Kit

$79.50

• UPS shippable

• Solid wood construction

• Sweeps drawer, tool shelf, arm 
rests, & storage drawers

110-234

Jeweler’s Bench

$285.00

800-343-3364  |  401-305-3000  |  contenti.com
515 Narragansett Park Drive, Pawtucket, RI 02861 USA

Every Tool You Need To Work In Metal

Oval bracelet mandrel, round 
ring mandrel, bench pin, & holder 
with integrated anvil

110-249 $55.50

Bench Pin, Anvil, & 
Mandrel Holder Set

• 1/8 HP motor (22,000 rpm)

• No. 30 style handpiece

• Reinforced shaft & sheath

236-971

Economy Flex Shaft

$59.00

• Redesigned for more power

• 7 piston/die sets

• Aluminum stand

390-715

Pepetools Super Ring Bender

$193.90

• 10 steel cutters (1/8 to 1-1/4") 

• Nylon center positioning dies

• Wood stand & urethane pad

190-005

Disc Cutter & Die Set

$128.50

• Two sets of rolls: flat and 
grooved (for wire making)

• 76 mm wide hardened rolls

• 4:1 gear reduction

190-891

Economy Rolling Mill

$289.90
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My Turn
From the Editor

TYPIFIED BY SUEDE FRINGE, cowboy boots, and 
silver and turquoise jewelry, classic Western style 
is always in. Sometimes it’s extra in, also inspiring 
designs of Western influence that aren’t quite so typi-
cal. This is one of those times, as jewelry style expert 
Deborah Yonick details in Trends, page 22. But the 
American West and Southwest in particular have an 

extra special and perennial connection with jewelry.
The region owes its permanent ties to this community as an historic and 

current source of silver, gold, copper, a long list of gems that are popular or 
rare, and outstanding crystal and fossil specimens for collectors and scien-
tists. As much as anything else, mining drove U.S. history and development 
westward. It’s no coincidence, then, that in our world “Tucson” has become 
short for the Tucson show(s) and for “gems, minerals, fossils, beads, jewelry, 
tools, and equipment.” 
Sure, warm weather in February adds to the lure of this desert loca-

tion, especially for those enthusiasts and trade members who come from 
cooler climes. But the Tucson shows started there because local interest 
in local mining prompted the organization of the Tucson Gem and Mineral 
Society that launched its own show in 1955. Sixty-five years later, the next 
Tucson Gem and Mineral Show is nearly upon us. This club show will take 
place February 13-16, 2020, at the Tucson Convention Center, preceded 
and surrounded by many other shows selling all those digging-in-the-
ground-related items starting in late January.
You can shop, sell, learn, make new contacts, and meet the friends you’ve 

made before — but even a long-time veteran could use some help figuring 
it all out. “Tucson” spans more than two weeks, is spread all over town, 
and attracts buyers, sellers, and products from all over the world. Wares 
are on offer from about 3,000 retail and wholesale vendors exhibiting at 
some 40 venues presented by about 30 promoters. “The Tucson Show 
Survival Guide,” page 38, by veteran reporter and Tucson shopper Betsy 
Lehnsdorff, offers great tips and sage advice on how to make the most of 
your visit. 
Get in the spirit of things now with a pair of kickin’ cowboy boot ear-

rings (page 26) you can make. Or create the quieter and quite spiritual 
Southwestern pendant design shown on the cover (project, page 34). To 
me, this dragonfly cross, with its Native American and European roots, is 
the most moving of all. 
Beautiful in its sleek lines and finish, strong in its simplicity, haunting in 

its culturally conflicting origins, and hopeful in its exquisite union of their 
design motifs, it invokes awe, humility, and hope. With that lovely and 
uplifting image in mind, we wish you and yours a happy, healthy, prosper-
ous, and peaceful holiday season and new year.

P.S. For more on the history of the Tucson shows, visit our Tucson Show Guide 
w ebsite at www.interweave.com/article/jewelry/tucson-shows-got-start-history.

P.P.S. For more on the 2020 mega-event, the 2020 Tucson Show Guide will be
available in January for purchase at www.interweave.com/jewelry and on
site for free during the shows.
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See more at Stuller.com/Artisan.
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reader comments & sketches
Your Turn

Design Challenges
Your Design Riffs  Designs based on projects and 
jewelry shown in previous issues of Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist.

Based on Peggy Haupt’s “Humming 

Along” Pendant, May/June 2019

Based on John F. Heusler’s “Lots of 

Character” Bolo, July/August 2019

Based on Roger Halas’s “Sterling 

Space Cuff with Cabochon, April 2017

Based on Roger Halas’s “Dragon Pick” 

pendant, May/June 2019

Robin Mitchell

Chicago, Illinois

Robin Mitchell

Chicago, Illinois

Shevvy Baker

Louisville, 
Kentucky

Rhonda Riebow

DeWitt, Michigan
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Michael Anthony 
Cheatham’s 
Pendant in 
“Dragonfl y Cross”

Karen J. Lauseng’s 
Earrings in 
“Western 
Romance”

Holly Gage’s 
Brooch in 
“Hawaiian Lei”

Riff  on the design of any of these or 
other pieces within this issue, using a 
design feature such as color, texture, 
form, value, line, space, repetition, 
balance, contrast, unity, or variety for 
your sketch. Please indicate which piece 
your entry is based on.Letters

Re: Cool Tools & Hip Tips, 

July/August 2019

I love these recent issues' tools 
section (Cool Tools and Hip Tips); 
thanks so much for your continued 
snooping into all things tools 
and fun!

I am hoping you can 
help me with some 
clarifi cation and 
understanding of a 
couple of items. The 
"bezel hold down" 
from Eugenia Chan, 
what does "position 
the base to span the 
bezel walls, and hold 
them down...." mean in 
function? And, are the the 
breathe safe fi ltration masks only 
for particulates, or do they help with 
fumes or other invaders? And for how 
long do they do their thing? I've gone 
to the site to fi nd more info, too.

Thank you again.

P.S. Do you ever run across a not-so-
good product and tell us about it?

Gabriele Dunn

Makawao, Hawaii

Helen Driggs responds: 
Hi there, Gabriele!

Here is a photo of a soon-to-be 
soldered bezel being held down by 

Eugenia’s awesome hold down 
tool. As you can see, the 

wire oval spans the 
bezel and holds 

down the outside 
walls with the 
help of the 
weight of the 
third hand tool, 
and since there 
are three in 

the set, you can 
choose the very 

best one for your 
bezel.

Those RZ masks work best 
for dust, and I haven’t really tested 
them with smellies, so I can’t honestly 
answer that question yet . . . but I will, 
eventually!

And yes, I do fi nd not-so-great 
tools many times! I just prefer using 
my column to let you all know about 
the ones I like — mom always taught 
me rather than saying something 
nasty, it’s better to say nothing at all. 
These days, that is sage advice, no?

Next Time

WRITE TO US ANYTIME:
What do you think about what you’ve 
seen and read in Lapidary Journal 
Jewelry Artist? SEND SKETCHES 
& LETTERS for possible print or 
online publication to: krosenbusch@
peakmediaproperties.com. Please 
include your name, city, and state, and 
indicate “Your Turn” on the subject line.

Your Settings

DEADLINES: DECEMBER 31, 2019
Email digital scans at 300 DPI or send 
photocopies of no more than three 
sketches per challenge, indicating the 
design factor that is your starting point. 
Sketches will not be returned.

Sketch a setting 
for this rhodolite 
garnet. From 
Smokin’ Stones, 
page 20.

For a Texas Star cut topaz, cut by 

Jim Perkins, May/June 2019

Valorie J. Bowen

Richford, Vermont

For a synthetic ruby 

trillion, cut by Jim Perkins, 

July/August 2019

Merle Summers

Missoula, Montana

Joan Rhodes

Boiling Springs, Pennsylvania



Holly Gage’s
Whimsical Critters Series: 

Monkeying Around
Antiqued sterling metal clay, wool fiber hair, 
10mm glass eyes made by Wayne Robbins

è “STYLIZED,” p.68
è “HAWAIIAN LEI,” p.72

è “TEXTURE ON DEMAND,” p.80
PHOTO: HOLLY GAGE

Michelle Brennan’s
Clockwork Cogs Bracelet
Bronze, aluminum
è “SPARKLING SNOWFLAKE,” p.50
PHOTO: COURTESY MICHELLE BRENNAN

è p

Kieu Pham Gray’s
Copper & Silver Disc Pendant
Copper, sterling silver, garnet
è “DRUSY UNCOVERED,” p.82
PHOTO: JIM LAWSON

Carolyn Tyler’s
Hermit Crab Earrings
22K gold, pearls, diamonds
è “OLD SOULS,” p. 56
PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN TYLER 

a gallery of this issue’s contributors

Their Turn
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Michael Anthony Cheatham’s
Silver Disc Granulation Appliqué Earrings
Sterling silver
è “DRAGONFLY CROSS,” p.34
PHOTO: JIM LAWSON

Karen J. Lauseng’s
Cool Links Bracelet
Mokumé gané, sterling silver, brass
è “WESTERN ROMANCE,” p.26
PHOTO: JIM LAWSON

Judith Kaufman’s
Necklace

Labradorite, 24K gold
è “OLD SOULS,” p.56

PHOTO: COURTESY JUDITH KAUFMAN

Become an LJJA Contributor!
Contributors’ guidelines for print or 

online publication can be found at 
www.interweave.com/jewelry
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Net Profits
By Cathleen McCarthy
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EVER NOTICE HOW EASILY your 
day can get away from you? For 
me, this tends to happen first thing 
in the morning, when I do one little 
thing instead of the other little thing. 
Respond to an email, for example, 
and suddenly I’m off putting out 
someone else’s fire. Next thing you 
know, the day’s so far gone, I can’t 
get it back on track. 

I find many artists and creative 
entrepreneurs struggle with this. Our 
livelihoods depend on being able 
to access that dream state where 
creativity resides, while harnessing 
the discipline to market and sell the 
results. My most productive days 
happen when I get don’t give myself 
a chance to get off track.

MORNING RITUALS
This is where a morning ritual comes 
in. The most productive people I 

know have a launch routine they 
follow to a T. Jewelry designer 
Kristen Baird is one. 

“I’ve found morning routines have 
been imperative,” Kristen says. This 
especially important since she has 
two full-time assistants who need to 
be briefed before her own workday 
begins. “Creating super-regimented 
routines helps me make sure my time 
balance is going well.”

A lot has been written about the 
importance of morning rituals. In his 
book Deep Work: Rules for Focused 
Success in a Distracted World, Cal 
Newport explains how famous artists, 
writers, and scientists like Carl Jung 
managed to get so much accom-
plished. The one thing everyone had 
in common? A strict daily routine — in 
particular, a morning ritual.

For jewelry artists, there are often 
two kinds of morning rituals. The kind 

at the desk is for taking care of busi-
ness. The kind at the bench taps into 
design mode. 

An artist’s studio ritual often tells 
you a lot about their design process. 
Lilly Fitzgerald begins sketching 
as soon as she sits down. Judith 
Kaufman pulls out her stones and 
moves them around until a certain 
juxtaposition of color or form fires her 
imagination. Others tell me a walk in 
the woods can send them scurrying 
to the bench full of ideas. Something 
about a random sighting of bark or 
moss on a rock lit their creative fuse. 

But there are days when you have 
to tap that other side of your brain, 
the taking care of business side. In his 
book Atomic Habits: Tiny Changes, 
Remarkable Results, James Clear 
explains how even a minute change 
to your daily routine can help you 
achieve the most pie-in-the-sky goals. 
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Start out right, and your whole day will reward you

Small 
 Habits, 
    Big 
 Success



If you want to get rid of a bad habit, 
he says, remove the cue. If you tend to 
get sucked into checking social media 
or email, for example, turn off your 
phone or put it in another room. 

ONE GOOD HABIT . . . 
One of the easiest ways to fine-tune 
your morning ritual is what he calls 
“habit stacking.” Take something 
you do every morning and stack 
another habit on top of it. For me, it 
starts with coffee. While the espresso 
is brewing, I tidy up. When it’s 
done, I turn off whatever I’m doing 
— reading the newspaper online 
usually — and open my to-do list. 
If all goes well, one good habit 
leads to another.

For some people, building produc-
tive habits is second nature. Kristen 
Baird is one of those. She built a 
thriving jewelry business with two full-
time assistants before she turned 30. 
Two years after opening her business 
in 2015, she won the Halstead Grant 
and was chosen as one of Savannah’s 
“Rising Stars of Business.” 

When we caught up over the 
summer, she was expecting her 
first child. But instead of reining in 
expectations for her business, she 
was getting super-efficient, setting up 
a system that could almost work on 
autopilot.

Kristen hadn’t heard of Atomic 
Habits, but when I described the idea 
of morning rituals and habit stacking, 
she got excited. It turns out, she was 
already applying the techniques 
James Clear laid out in his book.

Basic premise of Clear’s theory is 
that success is the product of small 
daily habits, not once-in-a-lifetime 
transformations. “You should be far 
more concerned with your current 
trajectory than with your current 
results,” he writes. “Goals are about 
the results you want to achieve. 
Systems are about the processes that 
lead to those results. 

“If you want to predict where you’ll 
end up in life, all you have to do is 
follow the curve of tiny gains or tiny 

losses and see how your daily choices 
will compound ten or twenty years 
down the line.”

Kristen’s morning routine begins 
with breakfast, something she was in 
the habit of skipping before her preg-
nancy. She makes a smoothie after 
getting up. “Then I sit down and start 
‘stacking,’ as you put it,” she says.

KEEP UP
First, she gives her email a quick 
check. “Anything I can delete, 
I delete. Anything that needs a 
response, I mark so I can deal with it 
later in the day.” 

Then she opens her Google calendar 
in another tab, checks to see what’s 
going on today. In a third tab, she 
opens Xero, the app she uses for 
bookkeeping. “Every single morning, 
I upload receipts from the day before, 
reconcile any transactions, and make 
sure invoices have been added for 
anything that’s happened overnight.”

Daily bookkeeping has made a huge 
difference for her. “I used to hate tax 
season because I’d wait until the last 
minute, then have weeks of misery,” 
she says. Then she figured out that 
by spending about five minutes every 
morning, she could get everything 
done as she went along. “At tax 
season, I literally have nothing to do.”

She uses MileIQ to track business-
related miles on her car. “I log any 
kind of driving I’ve done, whether 
business or personal, while it’s fresh 
in my mind. If you wait until the end 
of the year to classify your drives, it’s 
a pain. I usually do mine every other 
day, which is so much easier.”

Finally, she opens the Google doc 
she uses to track everything going 
on in her jewelry business. Under 
subheads such as “In Production” 
and “Active but Not Yet in Produc-
tion,” she lists ongoing projects — an 
heirloom update for one client, a 
CAD design for another — noting (in 
red) whether or not it’s been billed 
and paid or a client needs to sign a 
contract. Under “Potential Clients,” 
another string of to-do’s appears.

By 9 a.m. every morning, Kristen 
has had breakfast, updated her ac-
counting, and checked her calendar to 
make sure appointments for the day 
are on her phone. “I’m super forgetful 
right now — pregnancy brain! — so I 
set three reminders for any appoint-
ment. That way, if I have something 
coming up, alarms start going off an 
9, 9:15, 9:30, etc.”

When her virtual assistant logs, 
she can look at the client list and see 
where everything stands. Meanwhile, 
Kristen hits the studio for a few hours 
of total focus. After lunch, she starts 
to lose steam so spends time on 
the computer instead. “I can still get 
things done but I’m not physically 
exhausting myself,” she says.

Her weekend ritual varies a little, 
but even here she takes advantage of 
habit stacking — and multi-tasking. 
On Sundays, she goes for a run with 
her running club. On the way home, 
she and her husband stop at the 
co-op gallery where she sells her 
jewelry. It’s closed then so she can let 
herself in and tend to her cases with 
no interruptions.

“After a busy week, I need to 
remerchandise my stuff and fix up the 
displays,” she says. “My husband waits 
in the car while I run in for 10 minutes 
or so. Doing that trip on its own 
would mean a 20-minute drive to and 
from the gallery, finding parking, and 
walking. It would take up to an hour 
and a half of my day.

“I find that you either have a good 
routine or a flustered, chaotic one,” 
Kristen says. “I feel like mine is getting 
better.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, 
JCK, The Washington Post, and her own 
site, TheJewelryLoupe.com.
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find more online
“5 Apps for a Successful 

Jewelry Business”
www.interweave.com/category/

article/jewelry



The ESSENTIAL GUIDE to  
Gemstones for 
 Jewelry Artists 

Learn about characteristics of  
gemstones, where to find them,  

and how to implement each unique 
stone into your jewelry designs.

Get Your eBook today at Interweave.com

Page Count: 188
Retail Price:  $14.99



The program covers:

•  Fundamental design concepts

• Digital hand-rendering using Sketchbook software

•  How to create, render and prototype designs using Rhinoceros and ZBrush 
CAD software, and CAM hardware like a 3D printer

•  CAD model engineering concepts to make durable and comfortable pieces 
that are long lasting

Offered at GIA campuses in Carlsbad, CA and New York.

Learn more and enroll at GIA.edu/JDT

The Future of Jewelry Design
The GIA Jewelry Design & Technology Diploma Program 

teaches you the essential skills needed to become a 

jewelry designer or CAD technician. 

©GIA 2019. GIA® and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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Heavenly Hand Tools

AH, HAND TOOLS. How do I love thee? Let me count the ways . . .
Go ahead and laugh. But, hands down, hand tools will always hold the 
number one slot on my top tool hit list. And I am not alone. Take a look 
at any jeweler’s bench and marvel at the number of hand tools you see. 
Saws, pliers, hammers, dividers, rulers, stamps, punches, blocks, and 
shears — we all love them, use them every day and despite possessing 
ones we dearly love, we will always, always look at the newest models 
— even when there are already perfectly perfect ones at home. Hand 
tools are a constant obsession because they are the extension of our 
hands that manifests magic from metal, and it’s just heavenly to have 
and to hold them.

Cool Tools & Hip Tips

Tempting new products to make your bench 
time more productive 
By Helen Driggs, Photos by Jim Lawson

Metal Stamping Must-Haves
This technique appeals to smiths of every stripe, as I 
recently witnessed in my metal stamping workshops 
at Bead Fest. There are several companies out there 
who manufacture metal stamps, plus an entire contin-
gent of artisan stamp makers. I’m constantly tempted 
with new and amazing stamp designs. But before I get 
to those, here’s my #1 pro stamping tip. Thick metal 
makes it so easy to get sharp and clear impressions. 
When in doubt, go thick — you won’t be disappointed.

I love Beaducation Originals’ stamp collection and, 
as a trained graphic designer, especially appreci-
ate their ideas for stamps and the quality of their tool 
line. They really do have something for every taste, 
and I just had to choose a bunch from their recent and 
newest off erings. Traditional Snowfl ake (DS636) and 
Wide Moroccan Arch (DS616), Fan 2 (DS710) and Fan 3

(DS709) are perfect for mandala and circular patterns, 
and Garden Branch Border (DS625), Caesar Branch 

Border (DS435 or DS626), Gerbera Daisy (DS756), Three Flowers (DS244), and 
Round Leaf Set (DS803) have me already dreaming of spring. What more could 
a nature lover ask for? 

I know you are coveting that Design Stamp Holder (HOL020) because those 
large 12mm holes will keep even your large profi le stamps organized and ready 
to work, so get one!
More at https://www.beaducation.com
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Cool Tools & Hip Tips

The Line on Good Design
Never underestimate the power of a perfect metal scribe. I used to avoid scribing my metal 
because I honestly never understood the point of creating a mark I would later have to 
remove in the fussy fi nishing phase. It seemed counterproductive to purposely make a 
scratch in metal I was trying very hard to keep pristine. After a few years of fabrication prac-
tice, though, I realized the awesomeness of a scribed sawing or folding line. 

If you scribe a sawing line, you can cut like Luke Skywalker making his Death Star 
Trench run: that shining little groove is just a beacon for your blade to follow. Trust 
me, once you scribe and saw, you’ll never go back to just a plain old Sharpie 
line again. If you need a great scribe, I wholeheartedly recommend Rio’s 
Double-Ended Scribes Set of 3 (118458). You get six diff erent scribe 
profi les to mark all sorts of handy lines in all sorts of situations for 
fabrication tasks, making folds, positioning cold-connections, 
and marking elements for T-joins.
More at https://www.riogrande.com
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Set It and Forget It
There seems to be a rhinestone 
renaissance brewing in beadland, 
and several specialty tools have 
come on the market to make setting 
those perennially popular, pointed-
back pretties not only easier but 
also more secure. I know something’s up in 
blingville because I found two versions of the 
same tool concept at about the same time 
from two diff erent vendors — which tells me it’s 
a trend. These are designed to compress thin 
brass “prongs” around a round stone setting, 
but clever tool junkies take note: you can also 
use them for tasks other than their primary 
purpose.

Smart Setter Pliers by BeadSmith (360-389) 
are not only parallel action, they feature fi ve 
interchangeable tips compatible with 10mm, 
12mm, and 14mm stones. If you’re old school, 
you’ll be happy to know that there are also tips 
for 29ss (6mm) 39ss (8.5mm), and 47-48ss 
(11mm). What’s “ss”? It stands for stone size, 
and it’s a term that was used in mid-century 
costume jewelry manufacturing — the last 
time rhinestone bling was a thing.
More at https://contenti.com

This brass 8-piece Prong Pusher Set 
(4897TL) features a selection of interchange-
able heads compatible with popular stone 
sizes: 1mm, 2mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm,  
and 10mm. Simply place a chaton or rhine-
stone in the cup of the setting, position the 
tool over the prongs, and press down evenly. 
This prong pusher even works with cup chain. 
More at https://www.fi remountaingems.com
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next time
Small Business Tools

HELEN I. DRIGGS is a book author and an experienced teaching artist. 
She has appeared in 6 instructional jewelry technique videos and her newest 
book, Metal Jewelry Workshop, was released in fall 2018. Follow her blog: 
materialsmithing.wordpress.com and Instagram: hdriggs_fabricationista for 
news, updates. and her upcoming workshop schedule.

And Another Thing
Check out these handmade traditional metal stamps I picked 
up at a gem show that are created by Native American metal-
smiths. I love the clever use of recycled steel in the creation of 
these stamps! I picked up three repurposed rebar linear stamps 
and one wider crescent stamp made from a dirt bike tire iron. 
(Don’t ask me how I know that!) These stamps are beautifully 
made, perfectly tempered, and ready to roll.
More at www.sjjewelrysupply.com

Who Doesn’t Love an Innovative Hammer?
You might recall I mentioned Euro-Tool’s Whaley Sliding Hammer early 
last year when it fi rst came out. If you don’t recall, a recap: this hammer 
will simplify riveting, chasing and repoussé, and even hammer setting 
stones. It works by way of a steel punch fi xed in the hammer head that 
allows the handle to slide up and down while keeping the head of the 
punch where you want it at all times. Game changer! 

The basic set included three steel punches, and now there are addi-
tional sets available! Check out the indispensible Rivet Punch Set

(262-099), plus the Round Punch Set (262-102), Domed Punch Set

(262-103), and Rectangle Punch Set (262-104) for all of your stone 
setting needs. I love this concept and this hammer. Any Euro-Tool 
vendor will carry these tools, but I got mine from Contenti.
More at https://contenti.com

Who Doesn’t LLove aaaa Hammer?
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Jewelry Rivets and Other Cold 
Connections (eBook)

www.interweave.com/jewelry

Riveting & Cold Connections 
(video)

Rivet 
with Helen



INTO NEW 
JEWELRY-MAKING 
TECHNIQUES
It really is astonishing. You can take 
an object as light and delicate as a 
feather and create a perfect impression 
of it in metal simply by passing them 
together through a rolling mill. While you 

hear “rolling mill,” this magical piece 
of equipment has other uses, too. In 
these highlighted projects from Lapidary 
Journal Jewelry Artist
artists also use a mill to prepare solder 

metal for use. 

If you don’t have access to a rolling mill 
(yet), take heart. You can enhance your 

basic hand tools, too — you just have the 
pleasure of doing it for a longer time!

Download Now at Interweave.com

FROM THE EDITORS OF  
LAPIDARY JOURNAL JEWELRY ARTIST MAGAZINE

  

10 TEXTURED METAL 
JEWELRY PROJECTS
Enhance Surfaces With  
or Without a Rolling Mill
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Made In USA

®

Life is what you make it.

Choose WildFire® Cord 
Ideal for Seed Beads, Stitching, & Loomwork

Designed by Shanna Steele
2018 Beadwork Magazine
Designer of the Year

Jewelry 
always fits.
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PURPLISH-PINK, ROSE, LAVENDER, and 
raspberry are all terms used to describe the 
lusciousness that is rhodolite garnet. Next to 
tanzanite and irradiated blue topaz, rhodolite was 
probably the biggest new gemstone to hit the 
market in the 20th century — and for good reason.

First of all, it’s a garnet: hard, durable, 
beautiful, untreated. (Garnets are a group 
of gemstones all intermingling chemical and 
optical properties, with rhodolite falling between 
almandine and pyrope.) Second, there is the 
color. What’s not to love? 

Because there are a number of secondary colors 
in rhodolite — a wine-colored stone may have 

echoes of red, pink, or even orange — rhodolites 
can be hard to incorporate with other gemstones. 
But a nice-sized rhodolite in a ring can stand 
alone with just a diamond for accent. A rhodolite 
pendant on a single or multiple-strand pearl 
necklace is a smashingly elegant piece of jewelry. 
Look for white pearls, of course, for contrast, but 
try to fi nd some with a hint of pink in the body 
color or overtone. 

Rhodolites can look very contemporary, but in 
the right setting, they can be classic as well. The 
color makes them very romantic and they are a 
favorite among women. If you are making jewelry, 
these are stones you should get to know well.

Smokin’ Stones
By Sharon Elaine Thompson
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A Complex Bouquet
Wine-tinted rhodolite off ers stunning color in the 
durability of garnet
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How much does it cost? 
Faceted stones can run from $40 to $200 a carat, faceting 
rough may run $10 to $15 a carat. Beads in varying shapes, 
$5 to $15 per 16" strand. Beads are the exception to the no-
treatment rule. Some online are advertised as dyed. 

How hard is it to fi nd? 
Easy. This is a very popular stone. You’ll fi nd it online and at 
gem shows everywhere.

What kind of jewelry can I put this in? 
Darn near everything. Garnets will resist wear and tear for 
years. They make a great birthstone, engagement stone, or a 
reward you give yourself to wear every day.

How easy is it to set? 
Most stones should be easy with good prong or bezel setting 
skills. Custom cut stones may take more abilities.

What settings are best? 
Prongs are common as they let in the most light, but an inter-
rupted bezel is also a good choice. A full bezel may not show 
darker stones to best advantage.

Artisan/studio dos and don’ts: 
Use normal care in the shop. If a stone has inclusions, don’t 
steam or sonic. If the stones are dyed, as some online sites 
mention, do not sonic or steam them, as dying may hide 
imperfections that could shatter the stones, and the dye may 
be aff ected.

Wearer dos and don’ts: 
These are stones you can wear and enjoy without worry.

What cutters/designers think: 
Vermont-based jewelry designer Jacob Albee, who often 
works with garnets, has this to say: “Garnet has such a range 
to off er in terms of color saturation, performance, and variety. 
We were also lucky to have a good relationship with David 
Brackna over the years, who had an affi  nity for garnets and 
cut some beautiful rhodolite.”

SHARON ELAINE THOMPSON is a freelance writer based in Oregon. She has written for 
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 1987 and blogs frequently at www.interweave.com/jewelry. 
Learn more at jewelryartdiva.com. 

Just the Facts

Garnets will resist 
wear and tear for 
years. They make 
a great birthstone, 
engagement stone, 

or a reward you 
give yourself to 

wear every 
day.

Shades of 
Purple

SAGENITE INTARSIA PENDANT 
(project)

LAPIDARY JOURNAL JEWELRY 
ARTIST, APRIL 2011

www.interweave.com/jewelry
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By Deborah Yonick, 
jewelry style expert

FASHION RUNWAYS for the past two 
years have refl ected “Old West” nos-
talgia in the ready-to-wear collec-
tions of major design houses, from 
Calvin Klein to Versace. 

Western style is as American as 
baseball and apple pie. It’s a nostal-
gia that blends heritage, history, and 
folklore. Think blue jeans, cowboy 
boots, and a crisp, button-down 
shirt. Strong in construction and 
simple in design, it can be dressed 
up or down and is meant to be a 
pleasure to wear and signature to 
the wearer. 

Online style guides for women 
and men, from Fashionista to Fash-

ionbeans, are talking about Western 
style. While some designer takes 
on the catwalks seem head-to-toe 
rodeo, the inspiration is there to pull 
from and weave into a wardrobe 
iconic elements like leather and 
fringe, patchwork and piping, bit 
and buckle details, and symbols that 
represent the cowboy spirit. 

Accessories provide an easy way 
to incorporate trending themes, es-
pecially hats, boots, and jewelry. 

COWBOY CHIC

There is a fascination with the cow-
boy culture and the true American 
nostalgia it conveys, reports Cynthia 

Trends

Speight, marketing manager for 
IB Goodman, Newport, Kentucky. 
“The western theme exemplifi es the 
strength and perseverance needed 
to explore and settle in the undevel-
oped territory.” 

Evolving from that trend, IB Good-
man conceived its Americana series 
that features ruggedly casual styles. 
“It is an inspiring collection with 
thematic emblems that refl ect the 
character of the Western culture,” 
Speight explains. Crafted in the U.S., 
the bracelets, pendants, money clips, 
cuff  links, and keychains are made 
with sterling silver, top grain leather, 
and bronze metal cast with iconic 

Vincent Peach

Arrow Quiver Necklace

Yellow and chocolate 

diamonds, sterling 

silver, white rhodium, 

deerskin leather

PHOTO: COURTESY VIN-

CENT PEACH
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     Western style 
      trending in fashion

WEST
LOOK

IB Goodman

Keychain

Sterling silver, bronze

PHOTO: COURTESY IB GOOD-

MAN



emblems that express American inter-
ests like horseback riding, exploring, 
fl ying, sailing, fi shing, masonry, and 
service to country.

The line is designed for the guy 
who doesn’t want to think about 
wearing jewelry, says Speight. “Ameri-
cana takes on that aesthetic of a casu-
al statement, a comfortable signature 
piece, expressive but not fl ashy, and 
that has meaning for the wearer, add-
ing meaning to his style.”

HIGH HORSE 

Horses are among the stars of any 
good western and undoubtedly 
provide an iconic muse in jewelry 

design, as well as the elements re-
lated to riding. 

“The romance of the west and 
love of the western lifestyle is a 
part of everyone’s heritage,” be-
lieves Kelly Herd. Iconic imagery like 
horseshoes, bridles, buckles, stirrups, 
and riding boots is limitless in how 
designers can express their individu-
ality in the details. 

With roots in his mother’s eques-
trian jewelry business, the Chatta-
nooga, Tennessee-based jeweler and 
manufacturer celebrates his mother’s 
savvy business sense in creating, back 
in 1983, a product for a market that 
had been longing for high-end jewelry 

to fi ll its passion. The company today 
off ers designs in gold and silver, dia-
monds, gemstones, and CZ.

“Our take on buckle rings and 
necklaces; restyling a basic horse-
shoe into a piece of jewelry a mother 
wants to pass on to a daughter, 
the way we are able to capture the 
nuances of a horse’s behavior in 
our sculptures lets our clients con-
nect with each one of our designs,” 
explains Herd, who has a barn full of 
horses and a family engaged in riding 
and the western lifestyle.

Broadly speaking, horse motifs 
are popular in charms and thematic 
bracelets, as the brand Rembrandt 

Shane Hendren

Belt Buckle

Turquoise, sterling 

silver, gold, garnet

PHOTO: COURTESY SHANE HENDREN

“Americana takes on 
that aesthetic of a 
casual statement, a 
comfortable signature 
piece, expressive but 
not flashy, and that 
has meaning for 
the wearer, adding 
meaning to his style.”
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Kelly Herd

Foal & Halter Pendant

Sterling silver

PHOTO: COURTESY

 KELLY HERD

offers designs in gold and silver, dia-
elements re- to fi ll its passion. The company today

IB Goodman

Bracelet

Leather, sterling silver, bronze

PHOTO: COURTESY IB GOODMAN



Trends

touts. And their symbolism evokes 
power and strength beyond a “west-
ern” theme, as silver artisan Michele 
Sonner of Michou, in Lake Tahoe, 
California, captures in her wild horse 
pendants, particularly Mother and 
Colt design in her latest Magical Me-
nagerie Collection.

“You don’t have to be an eques-
trian to like the style,” cheers Vincent 
Peach. While the Nashville, Tennessee-
based designer lives on a horse ranch, 

his infl uence is creating jewelry that 
can roll with an active lifestyle. “My 
jewelry is meant to be lived in,” he 
says, citing as an example the Trojan 
horse coin, emblematic of his ranch, 
that he wears on braided leather 
necklace with pearl that he hasn’t 
taken off  in fi ve years.

Peach says his Equestrian and 
Southwest Collections are among 
his bestsellers, also adapting familiar 
shapes like the horseshoe, stirrup. and 

snaffl  e bit into contemporary de-
signs. A descendant of a long line of 
jewelers and pearl men, Peach brings 
a unique slant to this genre in his 
use of pearls with leather and gold, 
silver and diamonds. His Southwest 
Collection, with Native American fl air, 
also incorporates Sleeping Beauty 
Turquoise from Arizona, authentic Na-
tive American arrowheads, fossilized 
stones, and antler carvings framed in 
diamonds.

“The relaxed, versatile nature of 
western style makes it timeless,” de-
scribes Peach. Important in his work, 
he says is multi-function, like his lariat, 
bolo, and wrap style necklaces and 
bracelets. 

NATIVE ROOTS

Artisan Shane Hendren says he 
doesn’t quite get the fascination 
with western style, as he has always 
dressed this way. 

“It’s my time! That’s what I’ve been 
telling people,” quips the Albuquer-
que, New Mexico-based artist. “No 
matter where I go, I dress the same — 
cowboy hat and boots, button down 
shirt, jeans. People ask me, ‘What are 
you?’ To which I respond, ‘Human.’ But 
I understand their inquires. My brown 
eyes and bronze complexion allude to 
my indigenous heritage.”

For Hendren, there has never been a 
diff erentiation between cowboys and 
Indians. “We are one and the same,” 
he describes. “My indigenous ances-
tors embraced horses and cattle from 
the time they arrived to this continent, 
and my Irish ancestors love of horses 
still runs through our veins. We are the 
caretakers of the land, because with-
out the land we have no life. My jewelry 
represents this. My work is rooted in 
these traditions and I’ve been able to 
develop a style that melds my diverse 
background into one balanced and 
harmonious design.”

Shane Hendren

Bolo and Buckle

Peru turquoise, sterling silver, gold

PHOTO: COURTESY SHANE HENDREN
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Born into a ranching family, Hendren 
is a bull rider, roper, and horse trainer, 
as well as a master metalsmith and 
authority on Indian art and jewelry. 
He says his collectors are drawn to his 
work for what it represents — resil-
ience, tradition, independence, self-
made, proud. “Wearing my work tells 
the world they, too, are proud of where 
they come from, with an eye on shap-
ing the future for the better.”

Working primarily in silver, Hen-
dren also uses gold and has always in-
corporated turquoise and gems like io-
lite, garnet, and peridot in his designs. 
He takes great pride in craftsmanship, 
and the foundation of his work is 
sustainability and durability. “My mom 
comes from the Navajo (Dine) people 
who’ve always been a semi-nomadic 
archetype who move with the sea-

sons farming, hunting and gathering. 
Because of this, one’s wealth had to be 
portable. Navajos wear their wealth, 
primarily in jewelry. Our jewelry has 
always been substantial. Great empha-
sis is put on the quality of stones, with 
preference given to natural stones.”

This is reinforced by the silverwork 
found on saddles, bridles, and other 
items, Hendren says, that were also 
symbols of their wealth and a way of 
taking it with them when they moved 
from ranch to ranch. “Due to usage 
and exposure, the work had to be well 
made. These are the things I’ve carried 
forward in my work.”

DEBORAH YONICK has been writing about 
jewelry and fashion trends for more than 25 
years for trade and consumer publications and 
online, and has loved both for much longer! 
With roots in New York, she presently lives and 
works in York, PA.

Rembrandt Charms

Cowboy Charms

Sterling silver

PHOTO: COURTESY

REMBRANDT CHARMS

Vincent Peach

Pluma de Hueso Earrings

Pavé diamonds, sterling silver, 

hand-carved feathers

PHOTO: COURTESY 

VINCENT PEACH

Vincent Peach

Montana Double Wrap 

Bracelet/Choker

14K rose gold, Tahitian pearl, 

bovine leather

PHOTO: COURTESY VINCENT PEACH

Make 
COWBOY BOOT EARRINGS,  

PAGE 26, AND A DRAGONFLY 

CROSS, PAGE 34
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Kelly Herd

Seven Horseshoe Ring

Sterling silver, CZ

PHOTO: COURTESY KELLY HERD
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NO MATTER WHERE I’ve lived, 
there have always been lots 
of cowboys. That was true 

in my original home state of South 
Dakota and then in Minnesota, 
Missouri, and Kansas, and it’s 
certainly true here in southwest New 
Mexico where I live now. Whether 
you go to the annual rodeo, attend 
the county fair, or shop in the local 
stores, you are almost certain to 
spot a cowboy. More often than not, 
a cowboy is arm-in-arm with his 
cowgirl. 

Designed with that in mind, these 
earrings have been a big hit as gift 
items for holidays and special occa-
sions. I wanted to share the design 
with all of you because I love wearing 
them and always receive compliments 
and comments about the design. 
When I posted a photo of them on 
Facebook, fi ve of my friends ordered 
some almost immediately. The ear-
rings are lightweight, fun to wear, and 
perfect for casual occasions. 

TEXTURE THE METAL

1 Double a piece of tulle craft 
ribbon and use scissors to cut a 

section that is somewhat larger than 
the size of the silver sheet metal. 
Repeat the process for the brass. 

Hint: Tulle craft ribbon is inex-
pensive and can be purchased in 
discount or craft stores. It is also 
available online.

2 Adjust the setting on the roll mill 
so that the metal will roll through 

easily. Then remove the metal and 
slightly tighten the rollers. Next, feed 
the ribbon between the rollers while 
holding the metal fi rmly. Be sure the 
ribbon completely covers the metal. 
Roll each piece of metal through the 
rollers at this setting.

3 Repeat the process of preparing 
the craft ribbon, tightening the 

rollers and rolling the metal. Tighten 
the rollers slowly. You should not 
have to strain when rolling the metal.

4 Anneal the metal. After a couple 
of passes through the rollers, 

the metal will work harden and it 
will be necessary to anneal before 
additional rolling. Use a torch with 
a medium tip to heat the metal to a 
dull red. Pickle, rinse, dry, and con-
tinue rolling until the metal reaches a 
thickness between 24 and 26 gauge.

Tip: No roll mill, no problem. Use 
textured metals of your choice in the 
same gauge range.

Cowboy boot earrings embellished with a pair of hearts  

By Karen J. Lauseng

1

4

2

3

Western
Romance
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SKILLS

Sawing
Filing
Basic forming
Soldering
Drilling
Wirework

TIME IT TOOK

About 3 hours

MATERIALS

• Brass sheet 22g, 
dead soft: 1 x 1½ inch

• Sterling silver sheet 
22g, dead soft: 
1½ x 2 inch

• Copper sheet 24g: 
1½ x ½ inch 

• Sterling silver round 
wire 20g, dead soft: 
6 inch

TOOLS

Soldering station: 
Torch with various tips, 
solder, fi re-resistant 
surface, pickle pot with 

fresh pickle, fl ux, steel 
tweezers, soldering pick, 
copper tongs, anti-fl ux/
correction fl uid

Tools and supplies: 
Graph paper (¼" grid), 
pencil, photo copier/ 
printer, rubber cement or 
glue stick, scissors, tulle 
craft ribbon (6" by 1 yard), 
rolling mill, bench pin 
with anvil, jeweler's saw, 
hand fi les, center punch, 

hand drill, 1⁄16"/1.5mm drill 
bit, sandpaper, steel wool 
— fi ne, bracelet mandrel, 
Delrin or plastic mallet, 
fl ush cutter/small bench 
shears, nylon fl at nose 
pliers, nylon half round/
half fl at nose, pliers, nylon 
round pliers, fl at nose 
pliers, round nose pliers

Optional: Liver of sulfur 

SOURCES

Most of the tools and 
materials for this project 
are available from 
well-stocked jewelry 
supply vendors, many of 
whom can be found in 
our Advertisers’ Index, 
page 93.

What You Need

Jewelry Project
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Jewelry Project  WESTERN ROMANCE

PREPARE THE PAPER 
TEMPLATES

5 Use a pencil to draw the cowboy 
boot pattern onto a sheet of ¼" 

grid graph paper. 

6 Make a photocopy of the boot 
drawing and then use scissors to 

cut out the copy.
 

6a Use rubber cement or glue 
stick to adhere the copy to 

the original template. Cut, copy, 
and paste until you have a total of 
at least four images of the cowboy 
boot on a single sheet of paper. 

6b Print a copy to use for this 
project and save the original 

for future applications. 

CUT OUT THE METAL

7 Cut out the boot shapes. Cut 
out two of the images around 

the perimeter of the boot. Imagine 
the boot without a strap and cut the 
strap off  accordingly. 

Tip: The paper cutouts should be 
slightly larger than the shape itself 
to allow for more accurate cutting of 
the metal.

7a From the remaining paper 
boot shapes, cut out two 

heels, two hearts, and two boot 
straps. 

8 Use rubber cement or glue stick 
to attach a paper boot cutout to 

the textured side of the silver.

8a Use a jeweler's saw equipped 
with a medium blade to cut 

out the boot shape.

8b Flip the silver over and attach 
the other paper boot to the 

shiny side of the metal sheet.

6a

7a

8b

5

6b

8

6

7

8a
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8c Cut out the second silver 
boot shape.

Tip: This cutting method will 
provide for the desired mirror image 
pair of boots.

9 Glue the paper boot straps and 
one heel to the textured side of 

the brass sheet.

9a Cut out the shapes. 

9b Adhere the other paper heel 
to the shiny side of the brass 

sheet metal and cut it out.

10 Glue the paper heart shapes 
to the copper sheet metal and 

cut them out.

11 Your pieces should now look 
something like this.

12-12a Use your jeweler's 
fi les to smooth the 

edges of all of the cutouts. 

SOLDER ON THE SMALL 
CUTOUTS

13 Apply antifl ux or correction 
fl uid to the upper surfaces of 

all the small cutouts.

9b

12

10

12a

11

13

9a8c 9

“Use a soft Delrin 
hammer to shape 

the boot over a 
bracelet mandrel. 
A slightly curved 

shape is all that is 
needed to make 

the boot more 
dimensional.”
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Jewelry Project  WESTERN ROMANCE

14-14b Apply fl ux to the 
textured surfaces 

of the cowboy boots and to the 
backs of the small cutouts.

15 Use a wire cutter and clip 12 
very small sections of easy 

wire solder.
Tip: Solder goes a long way. Less 

is more.

16 With a medium tipped torch, 
ball up and place small solder 

balls on the fl uxed side of the small 
cutouts. Use two small beads per 
cutout. Heat the small pieces until 
the solder fl ows.

17 Place the cutouts, solder side 
down, on top of the fl uxed side 

of the boots. Carefully adjust the 
pieces until they are arranged in the 
desired symmetrical position.

18 Apply a slow and even heat 
to the cowboy boot. Watch 

carefully until the solder fl ows.

19 Allow the metal to cool and 
then drop the boots into a 

fresh pickle pot.

20 Clean thoroughly with a 
brass brush and soapy water.

21

16

19

14a

17

20

15

18

14

FINISHING TOUCHES

21 Use a center punch to make an 
indentation at the center point 

of each boot strap approximately ⅛ 
inch from the upper edge. 

No roll mill, no 
problem. Use 
textured 
metals of 
your choice 

in the same 
gauge range.

TIP!
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D

A

G

J

A Cut a 6" length of 20 gauge 
round silver wire and bend it in 

half.

B Use nylon fl at nose pliers to 
tighten the bend at the center 

point.

C The bent wire should look some-
thing like this.

D Bend the wire into a loop 
around the end of a pair of 

nylon needle nose pliers.

E Use the nylon needle nose pliers 
and bend the wire down at the 

point which is about ½" from the end 
of the loop. 

F Your ear wires should look 
something like this. Use a fl ush 

cutter to clip the ends of the wires 
evenly.

Quick and Easy Wires
Here’s a simple way to make ear wires that match!

G Use a nylon fl at nose pliers to 
bend the wires up. Hold the 

pliers at about ¼" from the end of 
the ear wires and bend the wires 
up. Then, use either a fl ush cutter 
or small shears to clip the loop 
connecting the two ear wires.

H Use a needle nose pliers to 
complete the forming of the 

hanging loop.

I Sand and smooth the wire ends.

J To hang the boots on the ear 
wires, fi rst use two pair of round 

nose pliers to open the loop.

K Place the wire loop through the 
hole in the boot and use the 

same pliers to close the loop.
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22 Equip a hand drill or fl ex shaft 
with a 1⁄16 inch, 1.5mm drill bit 

and drill a hole in each piece. 
Tip: That size drill bit is available at 

most hardware stores. Remember 
to always use sandpaper or a file to 
remove any burrs created from the 
drilling.

23 File the metal borders of the 
boots, smoothing any rough 

edges. 

24 Use a soft Delrin hammer 
to shape the boot over a 

bracelet mandrel. A slightly curved 
shape is all that is needed to make 
the boot more dimensional.

25 Patina the metal if desired. 
For a liver of sulfur patina, 

dip the metal, rinse and repeat so 
it darkens gradually. Otherwise the 
patina may fl ake off .

26 Use fi ne steel wool to bring 
out the highlights of the 

textures.
The cowboy boots are now ready to 

be hung on ear wires of your choice. 
If you would like to make your own 
wires for these, see the box “Quick 
and Easy Ear Wires.”

ADD YOUR OWN TOUCHES
These earrings are just one variation of 
cowboy boot earrings you could make. 
With the basic boot shape, you might 
replace the heart with a star, add a 
metal cap on the toe, switch the order 
of the metals, make them smaller or 
larger or create a diff erent texture for 
each soldered cutout. Follow the pat-
tern as outlined or use your own design 
elements, and you will surely have a pair 
of earrings that is fun to wear.

KAREN J. LAUSENG is an accomplished craft 
artist and metalsmith who resides in southwest New 
Mexico.

Meet 
the Artist

DOER’S PROFILE, PAGE 96

Visit the West

THE TUCSON SURVIVAL GUIDE 

PAGE 38

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

22

25

23

26

24
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FORGING IS AN INTEGRAL 
part of being a metalsmith. 
By hammering you’re able 

to turn straight or fl at metal into 
diff erent forms and add shape and 
depth. In this project, you’ll get 
a small taste of Old World silver-
smithing.

FORM THE PARTS

1 Step one is to cut your wire to 
size. You are not restricted to 

these lengths. You may use longer 
or shorter lengths and diff erent 
gauges of silver as well. I have two 
sizes that I make, and this is the 
smaller of the two. 

TIP: The best way to order the 6 
gauge round wire or any heavy wire 
is in straight lengths of one foot, if 

available. If you order coiled wire, 
you’ll spend the first few minutes 
of your projects straightening and 
flattening your silver wire. 

2 The segments of wire that are 
to be soldered together will 

need to be scalloped to be soldered 
properly. If you omit this step, you’ll 
run the risk of solder joints cracking 
and solder showing in the fi nal piece. 
Exposed solder will tarnish fi rst and 
create an unappealing look. 

For me, using a coarse pointed or 
cylindrical silicone polisher on the 
silver segment ends that are to be 
soldered is the best way to start. 
It won’t take away much silver, but 
it creates a place for the round fi le 
to comfortably fi t into, without 

slipping. Put this initial groove in 
the center of the wire. 

3 This is the premade groove 
made by the silicone polisher 

which is needed for the fi le to do 
the actual scalloping. 

Create a lovely pendant based on an 1800s era 

Southwest design  By Michael Anthony Cheatham

1 2

3

Dragonfly
 Cross
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SKILLS

Basic metalsmithing
Forging
Soldering

TIME IT TOOK

2-3 hours

MATERIALS

• 6 inches of 6 gauge 
round sterling silver wire

• Sterling silver premade 
bail or sterling silver to 
fabricate your favorite 
bail

• Very thin chips of hard, 
medium and easy solder, 
made from fl attened wire 
solder.

• Flux/pickle/water for 
rinsing

TOOLS

Basic soldering and 
silversmithing equipment, 
honeycombed soldering 
block, small vise, fl ex shaft 
set-up, small soldering pins, 
coarse cylinder or pointed 
silicone polishers (for the fl ex 
shaft), standard size tapered 
round fi le, planishing hammer, 
basic buffi  ng and polishing 
equipment

SOURCES

Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 93.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project
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Jewelry Project  DRAGONFLY CROSS

4 All the segments that are to be 
soldered together should look 

like this and fi t together snugly.

SOLDER TOGETHER

5 Use hard solder to connect the 
longest stem, the larger dragonfl y 

cross member, and the top of the 
dragonfl y. These will all be soldered at 
one time. 

Apply fl ux to the surface of each 
piece and to the ends that are to be 
joined. Applying fl ux in this manner 
will reduce the incidence of fi re scale 
on the surface of the fi nal piece, 
reducing time spent buffi  ng before 
fi nal polishing. Place the silver pieces 
in this manner and lock them in 
place with the pins. Notice where 
the solder is placed. You can curve 

Crossover 
Symbol
The dragonfly has widely 
been used as a symbol among 
Southwestern Native Americans, 
and represents spring rain and 
renewal. Its similarity in shape to 
a double cross, or cross with two 
horizontal bars, makes it easy 
to imagine the development 
of the stylized dragonfly cross  
following the arrival of the 
Spanish. The dragonfly cross is 
also known as the Isleta (Spanish 
for small island) or Pueblo cross 
for the Pueblo of Isleta in New 
Mexico, with which the design is 
most associated.

More at https://native
americanjewelrytips.word
press.com/2017/10/03/
dragonfly-and-the-isleta-cross/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Pueblo_of_Isleta

7

8

6

9

4 5

For me, using a 
coarse pointed 
or cylindrical 
silicone polisher 
on the silver 
segment ends 
that are to be 
soldered is the 
best way to 
start. It won’t 
take away much 
silver, but it 
creates a place 
for the round file 
to comfortably 
fit into, without 
slipping.
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See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

10

11

the solder slightly, with round nose 
pliers, to match the curve in the 
silver wire. Solder should be as thin 
as you can get it with a hammer and 
a steel block.
 

6 Move the fl ame fairly quickly all 
over the piece, making sure the 

fl ame reaches every part of the sil-
ver. The solder should melt between 
the segments completely and make 
a perfect join all at once.  

7 When cool, pickle until 
completely white, rinse, then 

make sure the joints are soldered 
completely.

8-9 This is the positioning of 
the smaller segments of 

the dragonfl y ready to be soldered. 
You will use medium solder for this 
step. Do not overheat. It will cause 

The segments 
of wire that are 

to be soldered 
together will 

need to be 
scalloped to 
be soldered 

properly. If you 
omit this step, 
you’ll run the 
risk of solder 

joints cracking 
and solder 

showing in the 
final piece.

the previous solders to come undone. 
As in the previous step, move the 
fl ame fairly quickly over the whole 
piece until the solder fl ows. 

After the dragonfl y cools, place in 
pickle until completely white, rinse; 
then dry completely.  
 
FINAL DETAILS

10 Once the piece is cleaned and 
dried, you can start the pro-

cess of forging the dragonfl y into its 
fi nal shape. For me, this is the best 
and most fun part of the process. 
Using the fl at side of the planishing 
hammer, strike downward evenly 
across the entire surface of the 
metal. Notice how the silver moves 
when you strike it. If it moves too far 
in one direction, hammer it on the 
opposite side, and it will move back 
in the other direction. Hammer it 
until it is the shape you desire. Every 
time I make one of these they are 
truly one of a kind.  

Once you’re fi nished shaping the 
piece, you’ll want to decide what kind 
of bail to use and solder it onto the 
dragonfl y with easy solder. There are 
so many choices: premade, cast, jump 
rings as a bail, curved tubing. I’ll leave 
that up to your imagination.    

11 This is the fi nal dragonfl y with 
the bail I decided to use. I usu-

ally use low dome wire in various 
widths, depending on the pendant 
I’m making. I’ll bend the low dome 
wire over a bezel mandrel to the 
desired opening width and bail 
length, saw off  the excess, solder 
the ends together, taper the sides 
with a fi le, and then solder the bail 
onto the pendant.  

MICHAEL ANTHONY CHEATHAM, Gemolo-
gist (GIA), FJC has been making jewelry, cutting 
gemstones, receiving awards and teaching his 
craft for 25+ years. Mostly self-taught, he studied 
with well-known Navajo Jeweler Richard Tsosie at 
Idyllwild School of the Arts Summer Program to 
learn the granulation process. Michael continues to 
show his jewelry at art festivals, American Indian 
art markets, and museum art shows in the western 
United States.
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he Tucson Gem, Mineral and Fossil Showcase transforms this 
southwest city into a 236-square-mile treasure chest of tempta-
tion. I know. For the fi rst time in years, I was there for six magical 
days, exploring as many of its 2019 venues as I could. In ware-

house-sized tents, I found pearls heaped in huge, seductive mounds. Bins of 
turquoise demanded my attention and fl irted shamelessly with my budget. 
Sparkling beads dared me to ask their true price, and shiny fi ndings off ered 
the possibility of creative new couplings.

What does this mean for you? If you make jewelry, Tucson is heaven. Of 
course, you know some of the basic tips for success: arrange accommoda-
tions way in advance; inventory what you have at home and make a list of 
what you need; create a budget and stick to it; call your credit card compa-

The Tucson 
Survival Guide
How to have a great time at this year’s shows  By Betsy Lehndorff

ny in advance about your shopping 
trip and bring cash; wear comfort-
able shoes; watch your footing so 
you don’t fall. Then there are those 
invaluable tips that can only be 
earned through experience. Here are 
some of mine.

Download the 
Tucson Show Guide
I shipped home more than 15 pounds 
of show guides and other brochures 
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from the 2019 shows and in a side-
by-side comparison found that the 
Tucson Show Guide is the best. It’s 
a convenient design for small-scale 
jewelers and crafters like me, and it 
is clear and to the point. The printed 
version usually comes with a handy 
trifold pullout of area maps, which 
will help you get oriented to where 
this year’s venues are in relation to 
Interstate 10 and Interstate 19. The 
electronic version is searchable and 
handy to keep on your smartphone 
as you get around. Go through the 
guide in advance and prioritize 
vendors and venues you want to see. 
Even the 2019 guide can be handy 
for initial planning. 

Get Your Paperwork 
Together
Although many venues are open 
to the public, you’ll have more fun 
if you have business cards, a tax ID 
number, a current wholesale or retail 
business license, and a website or 
Facebook page. This means you’re 
going “pro” and comes with some 
tax breaks and costs you’ll want to 
think about fi rst. 

When you are ready, get a Federal 
Tax ID number as a sole proprietor. 
To apply, go to the information-load-
ed website at https://www.irs.gov/
businesses/small-businesses-self-
employed/apply-for-an-employer-
identifi cation-number-ein-online. 
Make sure you use the government 
website; others charge ridiculous 
fees for this service. With this num-
ber, you are ready to work through 
state, county and city requirements. 

Your ultimate goal is to obtain a 
state wholesale or retail license with 
your name or company name on it. If 
you have questions, check with your 
local chamber of commerce; they 
may off er small business classes. 
Once you are registered at a major 
venue, copies of your credentials are 
scanned and fl owed into a central 
computer to be shared with other 
venues. Note: some venues allow 
you to register online by a specifi c 
deadline. 

The multi-million dollar AGTA 
GemFair was the hardest show for 
me to get into. They checked my 
credentials twice and also took a 
look at my website to make sure I 
was a serious silversmith. But I got 
to see the Spectrum Award winners 
and many famous industry faces 
selling their wares.

Dress for Success 
I dressed up for my visit to AGTA, 
the American Gem Trade Associa-
tion show, wearing polished shoes 
and a fancy scarf thrown over com-
fortable jeans and a T shirt. I also put 
on makeup and carried a nice hand-
bag. These props were tucked away 
at other venues where I dressed 
down for more negotiating power 
and carried a ratty backpack. 

P.S. Be in good physical condition 
and prepared to walk long distances. 
Tucson’s elevation is 2,388 feet 
above sea level. 

Plan for Parking
Before you go to Tucson, consider 
buying an online GPS smartphone 
app designed to pinpoint exactly 
where you have parked your car on 

materials

Tanzim Khan Malik and friend, Wavoo, sell 

gold sheen sapphire at JOGS.

Cynthia Owei sells a feathered ear piece at 

the Casino del Sol Conference Center

Jeff Theesfeld demonstrates gem faceting at one of the hotel venues.
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are seeking, be polite when turning 
down their merchandise. 

Note: One phrase vendors hate is, 
“I’ll be back.” Shoppers who utter 
this are known as “be backs.” They 
never ever come back, thereby eat-
ing into a seller’s emotional energy. 
Even worse are the words, “Can you 
save that for me?” Don’t say these 
words. Vendors will thank you. 

a large lot, especially if you are driv-
ing a nondescript rental. In a pinch, 
you can use Google maps on your 
Android phone. Tap the blue dot that 
shows your location, then tap “Save 
Your Parking” as your reminder. But 
you already knew that. I didn’t, and 
I spent an hour looking for a white 
rental car in a $5 dirt lot near the 
Pueblo show. Did I mention it was 
raining and cold, and I had left my 
jacket in the car? 

Parking fi lls up early. Once you 
fi nd a spot, take advantage of 
Tucson’s GemRide shuttle services 
to get to other venues. They run 
every 15 to 25 minutes depending 
on the loop. Since this information is 
subject to change, google GemRide 
Tucson for the latest. Also, local po-
lice enforce parking ordinances, so 
obey No Parking signs, fi re hydrants, 
tow-away zones, and other ordi-
nances before you hoist yourself out 
of the driver’s seat.

Put Blinders On
You know. Those eye patches they 
put on carriage horses so they can 
only see ahead. Put yours on, hit all 
of the stops on your shopping list, 
and never, ever look around. I repeat. 
Do not look around at anything else, 
until you have competed your list of 
must haves. To my surprise, I visited 
all of the vendors on my list and 
found everything I needed during 
my fi rst day and a half at Tucson. 
That left me with four additional 
days to look at really cool stuff  for 
design ideas, search out friends, and 
have other adventures.

Manners Matter
Vendors are really, really busy, and 
have a lot of packing, unpacking, 
and repacking to do in order to 
participate. They also work long 
hours because Tucson is one of their 
best opportunities to make a profi t 
for the year. Some of them also have 
purchase minimums. In other words, 
they want you to buy a hank of 
beads, not one strand. So ask quietly 
and effi  ciently what their ground 
rules are. At the same time, if they 
aren’t off ering you the quality you 

To my surprise, 
I visited all of the 
vendors on my 
list and found 
everything I needed 
during my first 
day and a half at 
Tucson. That left me 
with four additional 
days to look at 
really cool stuff 
for design ide as, 
search out friends, 
and have other 
adventures.

A woman carefully calibrates and matches 

pearls into pairs at the Pearlman booth at 

GJX.

At the Miners Co-op Rock Show, 

Jim Bushnell of Pyramid Peak 

Gems, Colorado, demonstrates a 

sphere-cutting machine.
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Be Safe
You are basically safe in Tucson, as 
you are at any show, according to 
John Kennedy, president of Jewelers’ 
Security Alliance. But anyone can be 
a target of a crime, because criminals 
don’t know who is carrying valuable 
product and who isn’t, he says. 

“When you’re in town, don’t iden-
tify yourself as a jeweler,” he says. 
“You want to look like any other 
tourist.” In essence, this means, don’t 
carry merchandise in any of those 
cool, give-away totes, which reveal 
where you have been shopping. 
Don’t wear expensive jewelry. And 
once you leave a venue, hide or re-
move that Buyer’s ID tag you forgot 
you were wearing around your neck. 
That’s a dead giveaway that you 
could be carrying valuables.

Here are some other tips: If you 
are buying large quantities, ask 
the vendor to ship these items for 
you. But make sure their packaging 
doesn’t “scream jewelry,” Kennedy 
says. Instead of using their company 
name on the return address, which 
might identify the package contents, 
the vendor should use initials. And 
given that jewelry and gems are 
usually small in nature, they should 
be double packed inside a large box, 
not shipped in a small one. 

Be wary of hotel safes, Kennedy 
adds. If a criminal has targeted you, 
he or she can get in to your hotel 
room and take the whole safe. And 
if fl ying home, put your stash in your 
carryon luggage, not your checked 
bags. For more, go to https://www.
jewelers.org/ja/careers-education/

A jewelry instructor identifies her classroom 

tools by painting them vivid colors.

A chunk of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada 

amethyst traveled more than 2,000 miles to 

reach Tucson.

business-tips/77-security-tips-for-
jewelry-trade-shows.

For other common-sense ideas, 
Tucson Police Offi  cer Francisco 
Magos advises you to be aware of 
your surroundings. Do your research 
before you go out to a venue, so 
you know where you are headed, he 
says. (I used a Garmin GPS system 
for navigation.) And call 9-1-1 on 
your cellphone or fl ag down an of-
fi cer if you have an emergency. 

Another reason to feel safe in 
Tucson is that there are lots of armed, 
uniformed, and plain-clothed law 
enforcement offi  cers around, many of 
whom are hired to provide extra se-
curity. There are also lots of security 
cameras and wary vendors with eyes 
in the backs of their heads, because 
they are responsible for million-dollar 
stashes. 

But once you are out in the parking 
lot, you are vulnerable. According 
to the Tucson Police Department’s 
crime mapping site at https://www.
tucsonaz.gov/police/statistics, 220 
incidents of theft from vehicles were 
reported between January 30 and 
February 17, during the 2019 shows. 
However, these break-ins occurred 
over a wide area of the city, not just 
near venues, and this fi gure is small 
compared to the number of buy-
ers who visit. In the off -season, this 
statistic drops to around 130 for a 
comparable period of time. So, it is 
a good idea to make sure nothing is 
visible inside your car when you park. 

Buyer Beware
Know your gems. A Kowloon, Hong 
Kong, company advertised heart-
shaped mabe pearls at the Gem 
Mall. At their booth, I asked what 
the minimum was. $200, the sales-
woman replied. Happy to score 
them, I bought 10 without thinking. 
Took them home to Michigan. Inten-
tionally broke one with a hammer 
only to discover it was mostly plas-
tic. Think I can ask for any money 
back now? Guess again. Diff erent 
time zone a world away. Diff erent 
language. Diff erent culture. 

Ice Resin developer Susan Lenart Kazmer 

begins a class at the Colors of Stone venue.

Dave Otteson holds some of his Nevada 

turquoise in his hand at the 22nd Street 

Mineral, Fossil, Gem and Jewelry Show.
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The moral of this story is to know as 
much as you can about the gems you 
want to buy. Then consider destruc-
tion testing — keep a hammer, bench 
block, and safety glasses in your mo-
tel room. Be polite, ask vendors about 
their return policies, and state your 
own testing policy — especially if you 
are buying pearls or turquoise. A small 
fi le, a jeweler’s loupe, and a magnet 
are handy for testing precious metal 
fi ndings, especially sterling silver Bali 
beads, which sometimes turn up as 
silver-plated brass. Most vendors are 
extremely cooperative, and you could 
be on your way to creating a long-
time relationship with them.

Hit the Tiny Venues
As you are driving around Tucson, 
you will probably spot clusters of 
tents and campers on dirt lots or at 
small roadside parks. These, too, are 
venues, and cash at these places can 
net you some great deals. At Mike 
Jacobs Sports Park, visible from the 
interstate, I ran into amethyst miner 
Lyndon Swanson, whom I had met in 
Thunder Bay, Ontario,  several years 
ago. Traffi  c is usually thin at these 
out-of-the-way places; vendors are 
relaxed and may have plenty of time 
to chat. 

Make Friends
In the hustle of the largest gem 
show in America, make friends. 
People are from all over and are 
exceptionally friendly. Strike up a 
conversation with someone in a line 
or at a picnic table eating lunch. Go 
with a group. Take a class and ask 
the teacher or your fellow students 
for ideas. Go to a lecture to improve 
your knowledge and seek out a few 
experts. Cultivate business relations 
with recommended vendors.

Since I travel alone, I booked a 
room at the Hotel McCoy in Tucson, 
because the place looked color-
ful and comfortable. A renovated 
1940s-era motel, it was decorated 
with arty murals, had a small bar, a 
communal dining area, and off ered 
evening activities, such as lectures 
on crafts. Instead of being locked 
away in a sterile hotel, this friendly 
environment provided me with all 
kinds of opportunities to relax and 
interact with like-minded people. I 
also loved the free chair massage.

Have fun.

BETSY LEHNDORFF has been writing for 
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 2010. You 
can email her at betsylehndorff @gmail.com.

Get Around 
the Shows

THE 2020 

TUCSON SHOW GUIDE
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE 

DECEMBER 27

INTERWEAVE.COM/JEWELRY

One phrase vendors 
hate is, “I’ll be 
back.” Shoppers 
who utter this 
are known as “be 
backs.” They never 
ever come back.

A fellow guest snaps a photo of Betsy 

Lehndorff getting a free chair massage at 

the Hotel McCoy.

Richard Salley coaches a student at the Vivi Magoo art retreat at the Hilton.
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HTHE MAGIC METAL: that’s 

what I call titanium. It does 
this wonderful trick — it 

turns fabulous colors when voltage 
is run through it. And if that weren’t 
enough, it’s super light, super 
strong, and pretty cheap! 

Here, we’re going to use these 
qualities in a couple of ways I haven’t 
demonstrated in other titanium jew-
elry projects. We’re adding two-sided 
color, and three dimensions. It’s fairly 
unusual to see both sides of a piece of 
jewelry when it’s worn one way, but 
the recurved petals of this little fl ower 
allow us to take great advantage of 
titanium’s special charms.

DESIGN A FLOWER
I always start with a paper template. 
Paper is especially useful for a 3D 
design since it can be folded, rolled, 
or bent to work out designs before 
working with a less-cooperative 
medium like metal. Once you are 
happy with your template, you can 
draw around it, paste it to your 
metal (if you don’t want to save 
it), or scan it and print multiples to 
paste and cut. 

1 My fl ower has 6 petals, which take 
up almost half a circle. The rest is 

a little strip that is both functional 

These titanium flower earrings reveal different colors on 

different sides, which can you see all at once!  By Noël Yovovich

See Both Sides

1

4

2

5

3

AN 
EASIER 
WAY

Heat for Color
If you don’t have an anodizer, you 
can color titanium with heat. I like 
to hold it in the air with heat-proof 
tweezers and play a bushy torch 
fl ame across it. This requires a 
bit of practice to control. You can 
grind the color off  one side and 
heat again with a light touch to get 
a diff erent color on that side, but 
it will be a more subtle diff erence 
since it is impossible to heat only 
one side.
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SKILLS

Basic metal and wire work
Use of anodizer

TIME IT TOOK

About 2 hours

MATERIALS

• 26ga titanium sheet

• 20ga sterling silver wire

• 22ga sterling silver wire

• Sterling silver crimp 
beads

• Anodizing tape or 
packing tape (optional)

TOOLS

Basic soldering setup, rotary 
tool, ball bur, steel wire brush 
tool, pliers, saw and blades, 
titanium anodizing setup 
(optional)

SOURCES

Titanium, anodizer, and other 
titanium supplies including 
Multi-etch (optional) are 
available from Reactive 
Metals Studio. Most of the 
tools and materials for this 
project are available from 
well-stocked jewelry supply 
vendors, many of whom can 
be found in our Advertisers’ 
Index, page 93.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project

and decorative: it will wrap around 
the base of the fl ower and hold it 
together. 

Tip: When I am sawing out 
complex shapes for earrings, I 
glue two sheets of titanium (or any 
metal, for that matter) together. 
It is more work to saw the double 
thickness, but I find it takes less 
time than sawing two separate 
pieces, and the two earrings will 
be sure to match. Glue stick is my 
usual glue for this. It takes a while 
to dry inside a metal sandwich, but 
glue stick washes off easily after 
sawing, unlike faster glues such as 
super glue.

SAW, FILE, TEXTURE

2-5 Saw out your fl ower and 
fi le to tidy the edges. Note 

that the actual hole is smaller than 
the one in my template; it actually 
works better with a smaller hole.

At this point, you may choose to go 
straight to coloring, but I prefer to 
refresh the surface (especially if there 
are scratches) and also add some 
texture. My two favorite tools for this 
are a ball bur — ideally a somewhat 
worn one — or a steel wire brush. 
Both will make the titanium brighter, 
remove previous color or scratches, 
and expose a fresh surface for 
brighter color.
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Jewelry Project  SEE BOTH SIDES

Anodize to the second color on 
the exposed side. I like to put a 
stripe down the middle of each 
petal with a ball bur and recolor to a 
lower voltage.

Tip: If you don’t have tape, you 
can anodize to the higher voltage 
color you plan to use, then grind 
the color off one side with the ball 
bur or steel brush and recolor to a 
lower voltage color. Your original 
color may “advance” a bit when 
you recolor to a lower voltage 
color. Yellow, especially, tends to 
become pink.

STEM AND STAMENS
The stem of the fl ower is 20ga 
sterling silver, and it will become 
the ear wire. I prefer 22ga for the 
stamens, though smaller wire would 
work, too.

For 6 stamens, cut 3 pieces of wire 
about ½" longer than twice the diam-
eter of the fl ower. Mine were about 2" 
long. Melt a little ball on each end.

7

10

86

9

More 
Flowers

HAWAIIAN LEI, PAGE 72

Coil the Wires
You can make these fl owers 
without a torch! 

Bend a loop in the end of the 20ga 
wire. Thread 3 pieces of 22ga wire 
through it and twist each one. 
Tighten the 20ga loop around the 
smaller wires, then form a small coil 
on the end of each stamen.

AN 
EASIER 
WAY

Tip: For brightest color, you can 
buy Multi-etch ™ from Reactive 
Metals Studio. It is an acid formula 
that comes in dry form, ready 
to mix and use. It will result in 
much brighter colors but must be 
treated with great care. I use it only 
occasionally.

ADD COLOR
One of the charms of this design for 
me is the opportunity to use diff er-
ent colors on the two sides. With an 
anodizer, this is pretty easy. 

6-7 Decide what colors you 
want to use. Anodize the 

petals to whichever color requires a 
lower voltage. Rinse and thoroughly 
dry the pieces, then stick them 
onto a piece of tape. Packing tape 
will work if you are using fairly low 
voltages but will tend to lift at the 
edges above around 50v. Reactive 
Metals sells anodizing tape that 
works much better, though it is 
costly.
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13

11

14

12

Both projects plus comparison in 
LAPIDARY JOURNAL JEWELRY 

ARTIST, MARCH/APRIL 2019

www.interweave .com/jewelry

SIMPLIFY THE LONG VIEW 
(project)

TAKE THE LONG VIEW 
(project)

HOW TO COLOR TITANIUM 
FOR JEWELRY 

(video)

The 
Magic Metal

8 Bend each wire in the middle 
and solder to a 2" piece of 20ga 

wire. I prefer to solder the wires one 
at a time, trying to minimize how 
much they get soldered to each 
other. 

Pickle and polish the two sets of 
wires.

9-10 Add a crimp bead about 
2mm above the cluster 

of stamens. This will keep the fl ower 
from slipping up the ear wire. 

11-12 Alternatively, you can 
wrap the titanium, 

insert the wires, and then add the 
crimp bead, but for me it is harder 
to get it snug up against the fl ower 
this way.

ASSEMBLE THE FLOWER

13 Use chain nose pliers to bend 
the fl ower bit by bit into a 

conical shape, a bit like a teepee. 
With the narrow strip still up out 
of the way, lay the wire assembly 

in place with the crimp above the 
titanium.

14 Carefully bend the narrow strip 
snugly into place between the 

wire assembly and the crimp.

FINISHING TOUCHES
Bend the 20ga wire into shape as an 
ear wire, and curve the petals into a 
graceful shape. Be sure to smooth 
the end of the ear wire so it will be 
comfortable to insert.

Tip: Try to avoid unbending and 
rebending the titanium. Titanium 
work hardens quickly, and it can’t be 
annealed the way other metals can 
(heat will change the colors). It will 
tolerate only a small number of bends 
in any one spot before it will crack.

NOËL YOVOVICH is a professional metalsmith 
and maker, writing articles about jewelry making 
and teaching jewelry classes around the country. 
Learn more and watch for workshops and classes at 
Noël Yovovich Art Jewelry on Facebook and on her 
website: www.NoelYovovich.Bigcartel.com.
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LET IT SNOW — especially if the 
snowfl akes bring nothing but 
jump rings, glossy aluminum 

scales, and sparkling Swarovski® 
crystals! Brew some hot chocolate 
and sit fi reside as you let your pliers 
create a fabulous lightweight necklace 
to wear all winter long.

FIRST CONNECTION

1 To create the fi rst connection 
between two scales, you’ll need 

these jump rings: two A (pre-open 
both), three B (pre-close one and 
pre-open the other two), six C (pre-
open all six), one D (pre-open it), 
and two E (pre-open both). Working 
from the front of one scale (the 
convex side), weave an A through 
the hole of the scale, place the pre-
closed B onto the A, and close the A.

2 Weave the second pre-opened 
A ring through the B from the 

A Swarovski® crystal rivoli and a labyrinth of aluminum 

jump rings and scales create a whimsical snowflake-

inspired pendant  By Michelle Brennan

1

4

2

5

3

6

Sparkling
Snowflake

previous step and the front side 
(convex) of a new scale.

3 Weave and close two C rings 
around the bottom section 

of the B.

4 Weave and close two C rings 
around the C added in the 

previous step.
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SKILLS

Chainmaille
Scale maille

TIME IT TOOK

Approximately 3-5 hours

MATERIALS

• Jump rings
A: 12x 18swg 3⁄16" bright 

aluminum
B: 18x 18swg 1�  4" bright 

aluminum
C: 36x 18swg 5⁄32" bright 

aluminum
D: 6x 18swg 9⁄64" bright 

aluminum
E: 2x 18swg 7⁄16" bright 

aluminum
F: 10x 20awg 5⁄32" 

stainless steel

• 6 thin, glossy blue small 
anodized aluminum 
scales 

• 20" stainless steel chain

• 1 15mm stainless steel 
lobster clasp

• 1 10.5mm (ss47) light 
turquoise Swarovski® 
rivoli

TOOLS

Short nose or chain nose 
pliers

SOURCES

Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 93.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project

5 Weave and close a B ring around 
the two Cs added in the previous 

step and the hole in the left-hand 
scale. Make sure that the B sits 
below the A added in the fi rst step.

6 Repeat the previous step with 
the right-hand scale.

Label and keep your rings 
neatly organized. Creating 
this structural pendant 
requires weaving precise 
ring sizes exactly as 
described.

AN 
EASIER 
WAY

#1 Design Challenges
• Locking them in. Make sure the scales remain between the chainmaille 

sections as you work. Half of the chainmaille section must lie above and 

half below the scales. Continually adjusting the jump rings to sit in their 

proper positions will help you succeed.

• Consistent scale sides. This design requires that all the scales face the 

same way. The front of this pendant shows convex scales, with ridges. 

The back shows the concave sides of the scales, which dip inward.
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Jewelry Project  SPARKLING SNOWFLAKE

7-9 Focus on the two B rings 
added in the previous 

steps and the pair of Cs through 
which the Bs pass. Gather the two 
scales and rings closely and pinch 
the two Bs downwards as shown in 
Photo 7. While carefully holding the 
rings in place, weave a C in between 
the two Cs and through the two Bs. 
Close the C as shown in Photo 8. As 
shown from a side view in Photo 9, 
weave and close a second C ring in 
the same position. 

10-11 Flip and turn the 
structure over to reveal 

the back (concave) side of the scales 
and focus on the fi rst rings added 
to the scales (the two A rings and 

the one B). Weave and close a D 
through both As and the two Cs. 
Note from Photo 11 that the position 
of the D is exactly the same as the B 
underneath it.

12-13 The alignment of your 
rings and scales will 

become important as you continue 
to build the pendant. Note, as shown 
in the side and head-on views, that 
all of the rings parallel to the scales 
will line up so that half lie on top of 
the scales while the other half lie 
beneath the scales. The rings need 
to be constantly put into this ori-
entation as you continue to build in 
order for the structure to lie properly 
in the end.

14-15 Turn the structure back 
to the front side (the 

convex side of the scales). Weave and 
close an E ring through the two As 
at the tops of the scales, making sure 
the E sits in between the B and the 
slightly smaller D below it as shown in 
Photo 14. Weave and close a second E 
in the same position. This completes 
the connection of two scales. 

THE NEXT CONNECTION
After creating the next connection 
once, we’ll repeat this several times 
to create the bulk of the pendant.

16 To add the next scale, the fol-
lowing rings are required (all 

of which need to be pre-opened): 

7

10

13

8

11

14

9

12

15
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two As, three Bs, six Cs, and one D. 
Weave and close an A through the 
right-hand scale and the pair of Es 
added in the previous step.

17 Weave and close an A through 
a new scale and the central 

pair of Es. Make sure that the convex 
side of the scale is at the front of the 
structure like the other two scales.

18 Weave and close a B through 
the two As added in the 

previous steps. This B will sit on top 
of the pair of Es but will not pass 
through them.

19 Weave and close two Cs 
around the B added in the 

previous step.

20 Weave and close two Cs 
around the two Cs added in 

the previous step. Turn the structure 
over to reveal the back of the pen-
dant (scales are now in the concave 
position).

21 Weave and close a D through 
both As and the two Cs sitting 

in between the two As.

22 Turn the structure back over 
to the front side (scales are 

now in the convex position). Weave 
and close two Cs through the two Cs 
sitting in between the two scales.

17

20

23

18

2119

22

16

24

23 Weave and close a B through 
the left-hand scale and 

the two Cs added in the previous 
step. Weave and close a second B 
through the right-hand scale and the 
two Cs added in the previous step.

24 As shown in Photos 11, 12, and 
13, weave and close two Cs 

through the two Bs and in between 
the fi nal pair of Cs. As explained 
earlier, make sure that the top jump 
rings lie on top of the scales while 
the bottom jump rings lie beneath 
the scales.
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Jewelry Project  SPARKLING SNOWFLAKE

25 Add another scale by 
repeating the steps in 

Photos 16 to 24.

26 Repeat the steps in Photos 16 
to 24 one more time.

LAST SCALE

27 The last scale and the fi nal 
two connections between 

the last scale can be added to the 
pendant at the same time. Weave 
and close two A rings around each 
of the half-connected scales and the 
central pair of Es, and weave and 
close two additional As around the 
fi nal scale and the central pair of Es.

28 Turn the pendant around to 
the back (scales are now in 

the concave position). Weave and 
close a D around both pairs of As 
added in the previous step.

29 Weave and close two Cs 
around both Ds added in the 

previous step.

30 Weave and close two Cs 
around both Cs added in the 

previous step.

31 Weave and close the Bs through 
the scales and last pairs of Cs 

added in the previous step.

THE RIVOLI

32 Pre-open two Bs to use 
in the next step. Turn the 

structure over to the front sides 
(scales are now in the convex 
position). Carefully wedge the 
rivoli into the center of the pendant 
underneath the four Bs. Push the 
rivoli into the pendant in such a 
way that the four Bs push upwards 
to accommodate the rivoli.

33-34 While holding the 
rivoli in place, focus 

on the A and C rings highlighted by 
red and yellow dots near the center 
of the pendant. Carefully weave and 
close one B through the four rings 

32 3331

26 2725

29 3028
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35

38

36

39

34

37

40

#1 Design 
Feature
•Thin scales. At about 0.015" 

thick instead of 0.025", these 

scales are slightly thinner than 

most, which allows them to fi t 

perfectly within the chainmaille 

portions. Plus, the extra shine is 

more appealing!

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

indicated by the red dots (from left 
to right, one A, two Cs, and one 
more A). Weave and close a second 
B through the rings indicated by the 
yellow dots (also consisting of two 
Cs surrounded by two As).

FINISH

35-36. In order to fi nish 
the fi nal two 

connections, weave and close 
two Cs through the Bs (which are 
woven through the scales) and in 
between the fi nal two Cs. These 
fi nal Cs will be a bit tricky to add 
since, at this point; while all the 
jump rings should be aligned both 
below and above the scales as 
described previously, these Cs 
must be added so that one sits 
above the scales and one sits 
beneath the scales.

37 To complete the pendant, 
pre-open six Fs. Carefully 

weave and close an F around two 
adjacent Bs holding the rivoli in 
place in the center of the pendant.

38 Repeat the previous step 
fi ve more times to add fi ve 

more rings around the Bs in the 
center of the pendant to lock the 
rivoli in place.

39-40 To complete the 
necklace, weave 

and close one F around one half of 
the chain and the terminal Cs from 
one of the connections between 
scales. Skip over one connection 
and add the other half of the chain 
using another F to complete the 
attachment of the chain to the 
pendant. Use additional Fs to add 
the clasp to the chain to complete 
the necklace.

MICHELLE BRENNAN is a chainmaille artist 
and designer whom, along with her husband, 
own and operate HyperLynks® chainmaille 
supplies near Toronto, Ontario. Michelle has 
designed over 100 unique chainmaille patterns 
and teaches at bead shows and stores across 
North America.
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S
ome of today’s best-known revivalist jewelers have been designing in 
classical style so long, they’re no longer consciously reviving anything. 
They absorbed those forms into their own souls — and design vocabularies — 
many years ago.

“I went to school to be a painter, not a jeweler,” says Lilly Fitzgerald, a goldsmith/
designer based in Massachusetts. “I was always interested in art history, always 
looking at images in books.”

Powerful Draw
When she began to make jewelry, 
she spent a lot of time looking at 
other jewelry, ancient to contempo-
rary. She found herself powerfully 
drawn to the motifs and elegant 
craftsmanship of 19th-century clas-
sical revival jewelry. “I don’t spend 
much time looking at that anymore,” 
Lilly says. “But I think I looked at it 

Old Souls
The past is ever-present for three contemporary 
goldsmiths who’ve established their own classical 
revival styles By Cathleen McCarthy

Lilly Fitzgerald

Brooch

Gold, pearls

PHOTO: COURTESY

 LILLY FITZGERALD

so much, it worked its way into my 
subconscious.”

She believes those early years of 
studying the classical approach to jew-
elry are permanently stored. “I don’t 
even go to it, it just comes out,” she 
says. “Even when I’m doing something 
a little less classical, it’s still there. It’s 
behind the balance and symmetry of 
nature that comes out in my work.”

“Even when I try to go out of 
the box, it always starts looking 
classical,” she says. “Even when 
I’m trying to be weird, it just 
doesn’t come out that way. It’s 
not in me.”

Goldsmith/designer Judith 
Kaufman also creates high-karat 
gold jewels with a strong con-
nection to Archaeological Revival 
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jewels. Hers are somewhat more 
organic than Lilly’s, often with a 
funky twist. Like Lilly, Judith is an 
old-school goldsmith, relying on 
tools remarkably similar to those the 
ancients used. 

“I’m a dinosaur,” Judith says. “I 
use pliers, saws, and hammers. I use 
a fl ex-shaft for grinding but I don’t 
have the state-of-the-art stuff  most 
of my peers use.” She carves the 
original models, then sends them 
to a company in New York City for 
casting. “Sometimes the castings 
don’t come back beautiful, clean, 
and pristine, but I like that,” she says. 
“It’s okay.”

As for ancient gold: “I love it. 
There’s something about the dreamy 
feeling you get thinking about who 
was making it and how it was worn.”

Another designer known for 
ancient gold revival jewels, Carolyn 
Tyler rarely looks at the sources she 
relied on in her youth. “In my early 
days of designing, 25 years ago, I 
did refer to my books on artifacts of 
antiquity,” she says. “But designing 
is so second nature now. My current 
sources of inspiration are more per-
sonal experiences — immersion into 
nature, travel, dreams, and shamanic 
journeys.”

These days, Carolyn is travel-
ing the world, doing a lot of scuba 

diving, and exploring what she calls 
“psychedelic archetypes and sacred 
geometry — where physics and 
metaphysics meet.” When we spoke, 
she had just attended the Science 
and Non-Duality (SAND) conference 
held in Umbria, where ancient Etrus-
can master goldsmiths once lived 
and worked. She was about to visit 
the Etruscan Museum, the Vatican, 
and Pompeii.

“I still love to admire what the 
ancient master craftsmen did with 
their rudimentary tools hundreds of 
generations ago,” she says.

As for the revival tradition, she 
says, “I thought of my work as 
‘archaic revival’ before I was aware 
there was a category of jewelry 
design called Archaeological Revival. 
The word ‘archaic’ refers to Greco-
Roman style from around 600 B.C., 
and much of my work is infl uenced 
by my youthful passion for ancient 
Mediterranean history.”

Several years passed between her 
college archaeology studies and 
her career as a jewelry designer, 
but Carolyn believes her design 
sense formed while studying those 
ancient cultures. Egyptologist Brian 
Fagan, then head of the anthropol-
ogy department at the University 
of California Santa Barbara, was an 
early mentor.

design

“Nature was the 
commanding force 
in jewelry design 
in that time,” Lilly 
says. “That’s what 
they had, that was 
their focus, and 
they went right to 
the source.”

Carolyn Tyler

Pegasus Pendant 

Authentic 2500-year old 

silver Greek/Macedonian 

coin, 22K gold

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN 

TYLER

Carolyn Tyler

Ramses Ring

Ethiopian opal, antiqued 

(blackened) 22K gold

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN 

TYLER

Carolyn Tyler based the design of 

her Ramses ring on this original 

double-duck Ramses cuff from 

the Cairo Museum Collection of 

pharaonic artifacts. 

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN TYLER

Carolyn Tyler

Nefertiti Ring

Rubellite tourmaline, chrome tourmaline 

accent stones, 22K gold

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN TYLER
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Old Souls

Carolyn’s gold jewels have a 
velvety matte fi nish, identical to 
the surface of a 24K gold nugget 
or treasure unearthed from a tomb, 
she says, and achieved by depletion 
gilding. An acid wash eats away the 
alloy (copper and silver) in 22K gold, 
revealing the top microns of pure 
24K gold surface. “This is what sets 

my jewelry apart from other design-
ers’,” she says. “Nobody else I know 
of makes a fi nish like mine. Gurhan 
comes close, but his fi nish is not as 
matte.”

Lilly and Carolyn both feature 
snakes and insects in their jewels, 
presented in a way that is both 
cleaner and more symmetrical than 

Judith Kaufman

Necklace

Jasper, diamonds, rubies, 22K gold

PHOTO: COURTESY JUDITH KAUFMAN

“There’s some-
thing about the 
dreamy feeling 
you get thinking 
about who was 
making it and how 
it was worn.”

She was obsessed by Egyptian 
antiquities long before that. Visit-
ing museums with her parents as 
a child, Carolyn discovered pieces 
worn by the Pharaoh Ramses II. “I 
subsequently modeled several of 
my bestselling designs after them,” 
she admits. “I felt a bit like a fraud 
that my Ramses ring, the piece I 
produced more than any other, by 
popular request, was the only design 
I ever totally knocked off .”

Ancient 
Embellishments
Carolyn moved to Bali just as she was 
setting up her jewelry design busi-
ness, giving her access to Balinese 
goldsmiths trained in ancient tech-
niques such as fi ne granulation. She 
has seen research suggesting those 
techniques began in Mesopotamia 
and spread to Egypt, then through 
the Middle East and into India, and 
from there to Indonesia and Bali. “So 
I know there is a direct line back to 
the jewelry of my childhood fascina-
tion,” she says.

The embellishment techniques 
her goldsmiths use — granulation, 
repoussé, fi ligree — were all devel-
oped thousands of years ago in Asia 
Minor, she says. That alone imparts 
the fl avor of ancient artifacts. “But I 
also like to use included gems, which 
have an antique feel and soulful char-
acter,” she says.
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you’d fi nd in antiquity but with 
an obvious connection to ancient 
Egypt. “Nature was the commanding 
force in jewelry design in that time,” 
Lilly says. “That’s what they had, that 
was their focus, and they went right 
to the source.” 

Those jewels were not created 
solely for aesthetic purposes, of 

Judith Kaufman

Necklace

Mandarin garnets, cultured 

pearls, 22K yellow gold, 18K 

green gold

PHOTO: COURTESY JUDITH KAUFMAN

Carolyn Tyler

Etruscan Bracelets

22K gold, diamonds

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN TYLER

Lilly Fitzgerald

Necklace

Pearls, labradorite, gold

PHOTO: COURTESY LILLY FITZGERALD
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Old Souls

course. For the original makers, ser-
pents and scarabs held formidable 
power, providing the wearer the 
protection of sacred creatures. 

Lilly’s work often looks talismanic, 
maybe because these motifs recall 
those ancient Egyptian jewels. 
Does she think about that when 
she’s making it? “It’s funny, usually 
I don’t,” she says. “But then I fi nish 
the piece and think, ‘That has the 
power of a talisman. That has some 
serious energy to it.’ I don’t do it 
consciously.”

Tyler feels a more personal con-
nection to her Egyptian-style jewels. 
Her Ramses ring, made in 1993, is a 
miniaturization of the "double-duck" 
arm cuff s found on that pharaoh’s 

mummy. Tyler became intrigued 
with those cuff s as a college student 
studying archaeology, long before 
she thought of becoming a jeweler. 

She claims two diff erent psychics 
told her she had a past life in Egypt 
— as the jeweler for Ramses II. “And 
this was years after I had my own 
vivid recollection of being in his 
chambers through a past-life hypno-
sis regression,” she says. “So it turns 
out I did not steal the design for the 
Ramses ring. My previous incarna-
tion actually created it.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, 
JCK, The Washington Post, and her own site, 
TheJewelryLoupe.com.

Carolyn Tyler

Perugia Interchangeable-

Pendant Necklace

Murano (Venetian) glass 

cameos and intaglios, 22K gold

PHOTO: COURTESY CAROLYN TYLER

Look Back 
Again

PATINA OF AGE, PAGE 62

“I still love to admire 
what the ancient 
master craftsmen did 
with their rudimentary 
tools hundreds of 
generations ago.”

Revival Styles

REVIVAL and 
ANCIENT REINVENTED

LAPIDARY JOURNAL 
JEWELRY ARTIST, 

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2019

www.interweave.com/jewelry
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Shows of Integrity
The Shows You Trust Bringing You 
The Gems and Jewelry You Love

Show Schedule
Gem, Mineral, Jewelry & Bead Shows

Laughlin, Nevada
January 10-19, 2020

8th Annual Show
Tropicana Laughlin Hotel & Casino

Kansas City, MO
March 13, 14, 15, 2020

58th Annual Association Show
Kansas City International Exhibit Hall

Kansas City, MO
June 26, 27, 28, 2020

Kansas City International Exhibit Hall
Wholesale Only Trade Show

Kansas City, MO
November 6, 7, 8, 2020

42nd Annual Fall Show
Kansas City International Exhibit Hall

**Investments for your Future**
Dealer Space Available

Terry James - Shows of Integrity
3522 Brazos St, Melissa, TX 75454

Cell 903-815-5957 • www.showsofi ntegrity.com
Check our Facebook Page 

Shows of Integrity Gem, Mineral, Jewelry & Beads 

Our Mk.IV fret saws are 
the strongest ever made. 

Designed to provide up 
to six times the tension 
of a traditional fret saw in 

order to give you the 
ultimate control.

KNEWCONCEPTS.COM



Vetus Collection

925 silver, 22K gold

An ancient look with contemporary comfort.
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M
ost Revivalists take 
the basic design of 
antiques and make it 
shiny and new. Jewel-

ers working in classical styles today 
usually do some version of what 
Revivalist jewelers did in the 18th and 
19th centuries. They borrow themes, 
motifs, and techniques from the 
ancients — Etruscan granulation 
and fi ligree, Greek gods carved in 
gemstone — then simplify them into 
a cleaner look for a contemporary 
audience.

Michael and Catherine Jensen do 
the opposite. In their New Mexico 
studio, the husband-and-wife team 
work hard to capture the patina of 
age, the rough texture, and subtle 

asymmetry of a jewel long buried. 
You wouldn’t confuse their jew-
elry with an actual relic. It’s clearly 
contemporary but with the aura of 
antiquity, of a relic cleaned and reas-
sembled. Their jewelry is a celebra-
tion of age.

They spend a lot of time studying 
ancient jewels. But unlike the relics 
that inspire their collections, you can 
wear their rings and pendants and 
bangles. When I fi rst tried on the 
Jensens’ jewelry at the JCK show a 
couple years ago, it felt like putting 
on medieval treasure. 

“We actually like the pieces as 
they’re dug right out of the dirt,” 
Michael says. “The age factor of time 
is a big thing for the two of us.” 

COLOR AND TEXTURE
Michael Jensen jewelry is a joint ef-
fort. “We bring diff erent strengths,” 
he says. “The result is a 50-50 col-
laboration: design-wise, building the 
business, the art of it — everything.”

Michael does most of the actual 
metalwork; Catherine is a gemolo-
gist and manages the lapidary end. 
Both are passionate about history 
and archaeology, especially ancient 
jewels, spending hours together 
in museums whenever they can, 
studying antiquities and following 
archaeological digs, sometimes on 
live web cam.

The jewelry they design and 
produce in the studio is a direct 
refl ection of that. Their jewelry has a 

Patina of   
Age
Michael and Catherine Jensen make 
the past palpable in their jewelry

By Cathleen 
McCarthy
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rough texture, calculated to resem-
ble ancient metal and stone, the way 
color pops against patinated metal.

Sometimes they start with a de-
sign, then go to their boxes of gem 
rough and fi nd a fi t. Other times 
they’ll go out on the hunt. “Color is 
the pivotal element,” Catherine says. 
“There have been times where we’ve 
been on the hunt for years.”

One piece made with jadeite and 
bamboo took nearly four years to 
complete because they couldn’t 
fi nd the perfect stone. “It had to 
be not Imperial jade, but a good 
apple green,” she recalls. It took a 
few years of hunting through the 
Tucson gem shows before they 
found it. Showing at JCK Tucson in 

recent years has seriously curtailed 
their shopping. Now dealers come 
to their studio.

They buy cabochons as well as 
rough. “Neither of us are faceters, 
but we are cutting, cabbing, and 
working with the surface,” Cath-
erine says. “In many cases, we 
use the raw surfaces, such as the 
botryoidal surface in turquoise . . 
. I’ll take a piece of rough — and 
I mean rough — and give it a lick 
and a polish to create an alluvial 
surface, like it’s been tumbled. Or 
I’ll go hunting for the fi re in an opal 
nodule.” She uses a lap, sanding 
belt, Foredom, and grinders.

“One of the advantages of our 
look — and the rough textures we 

use in silver, bronze, or gold — is 
if a stone is absolutely, perfectly 
polished and symmetrical, a really 
incredible stone, it often looks out of 
place in our jewelry. It’s too good.” 
Inclusions and rough surfaces, on 
the other hand, work quite well 
and give them a wider selection to 
choose from.

Likewise, their metalwork captures 
the way metal ages over centuries. 
The silver is slightly pitted, while 
the gold accents are worn but solid. 
They spent many years perfect-
ing this imperfection. At fi rst, they 
experimented with traditional 
methods, such as hammering. Then 
they tried acids but abandoned that 
eventually. “We can go through 20, 

design

Talentum Bands and Pendant

925 silver, 22K gold

Inspired by excavated Viking pieces.

“One of the advantages of our 
look — and the rough textures we 
use in silver, bronze, or gold — is 
if a stone is absolutely, perfectly 

polished and symmetrical, a 
really incredible stone, it often 

looks out of place in our jewelry. 
It’s too good.”
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Patina of Age

30, 40 experiments in creating a tex-
ture before we come up with ones 
we can consistently make a salable 
product from,” Michael says. 

Their rings are lined with a 22K 
gold alloy they make themselves. 
They use silver and sometimes 
bronze for the texture, sometimes 
alloying their silver as well. “Then we 
spend hours, months, years work-
ing out the patina,” Catherine says. 
“That’s the time-consuming part.” 

BRINGING THE PAST 
TO LIFE
“We believe ancient jewelry, discov-
ered and brought to daylight again, 
belongs in a collection or museum 
where people can share it,” Michael 
says. They’ve been known to linger 
for hours over these collections. A 
couple years ago, they did a trunk 
show in Manhattan and found them-
selves with a day to kill. They went to 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
made a beeline for the antiquities. 

“The minute they opened, we 
were inside. When they closed, they 
were pushing us out of there with 
brooms,” Catherine says. “And we 
only made it through maybe fi ve 
rooms. We were deconstructing 
each piece in terms of history and 
elements.” 

One piece came from a colony in 
Asia Minor, they could see the infl u-
ence from trading with India, but 
also the Roman infl uence. “We ana-
lyze which parts were cast, how it 
was fabricated. We forget to eat and 
get puckish,” she says. “I remember 
walking down Fifth Avenue after-
wards on an adrenaline high. Those 
pieces took our breath away. We 
were immersed in each one.”

At moments like these, their next 
collection is born. “It usually starts 
on the walk home from the mu-

seum,” Michael says. “We love to 
walk so we will talk on our way back 
to the hotel. These days, museums 
let you take a lot of pictures on your 
cellphones. We’ll haul up an im-
age and say, ‘Okay, remember this 
aspect? The length of it?’

“I can picture where I want it to 
be worn on the body,” Michael says. 
“If it’s a pendant, maybe it wants to 
be on a short chain, or a really long 
chain.” 

“Then I’ll chime in and say, ‘You’re 
probably thinking .925. I’m thinking 
bronze and possibly an emerald or 
some Nevada turquoise,’” Catherine 
says. “And so it evolves.”

“They say jewelry refl ects the 
power and politics of the time, and 
I believe that’s true,” Catherine says. 
“The context of the piece, the his-
torical environment, is critical. When 
you see jewelry in museums or on 
site at archaeological excavations, 

“The minute [the Met] opened, 
we were inside. When they 
closed, they were pushing 

us out of there with brooms, 
and we only made it through 
maybe five rooms. We were 
deconstructing each piece in 

terms of history and elements.”

Opal Twilight Pendant

Aquitaine chain, freeform 

natural opal, purple sapphires, 

22K gold
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you have an emotional reaction to 
it. I think jewelry is a very emotional 
adornment. We aspire to recreate 
that feeling, because originality is 
critically important in our business 
philosophy.”

The Jensens play with several pe-
riods and styles, but one of the dom-
inant themes is medieval, including 
chunky silver metal chains and 
textured cuff s of their Vetus collec-
tion. When the HBO series Game of 
Thrones caught the public imagina-
tion, people began to compare their 
jewelry to the show. At least one of 
their galleries actively promoted the 
connection. 

The designers have mixed feelings 
about this. One senses they don’t 
want to be seen as capitalizing on a 
pop culture fad. They watched part 
of the fi rst season of GOT, bought 
the DVDs, never watched them. “We 
read the books years ago,” Michael 

Classic Ring

Rough lapis, sterling 

silver, 22K gold

Crusader Ring 

Natural turquoise, 

sterling silver, 22K 

gold

10 TEXTURED METAL JEWELRY 
PROJECTS (ebook)

www.interweave.com/jewelry

Create 
Textures

 “It usually starts on the walk home 
. . . we talk on our way back to the 

hotel. These days, museums let you 
take a lot of pictures on your 

cellphones. We’ll haul up an 
image and say, ‘Okay, 

remember this?’”

says. “But we enjoy making our work 
so much, we don’t have much time 
to watch TV.”

Catherine believes her own “evil 
addiction” began in her childhood. 
She lived in Europe from age 5 and 
traveled to the Middle East and in 
Asia. “So I had this rich childhood 
hanging out in museums, imagining I 
could wear jewelry like that. It gives 
me goosebumps — it’s wicked in a 
good way — the gems and enamels 
and jewels, the tiaras.”

“When we’re in creation mode 
and looking at context, feeling and 
emotion, there’s also that thread to 
the past via intangible wisdom, an 
intangible sense of strength. All this 
is part of why and how we do it.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, 
JCK, The Washington Post, and her own site, 
TheJewelryLoupe.com.

More 
Revival Styles

OLD SOULS 

PAGE 56

REVIVAL and 
ANCIENT REINVENTED
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There’s a whole world of

Instruction 
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waiting for you!

3 Reasons to register a Bead & Jewelry Workshops 
subscription:

1 One low monthly price!

2 These courses are available to you anytime, anywhere — 

works perfectly with any schedule!

3 Gain unlimited access to  

a variety of beading and jewelry-making topics —  

You’re sure to find techniques to love.
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hat is stylized artistic expression? Before we get 
knee deep in that discussion, let’s start by distin-
guishing between “style” and “stylized.” 

When we create, we often interpret the world 
in our own artistic expression. The way in which each of us does 
things is our individual style. It is a combination of the distinctive 
marks, features, and the way we execute our craft that defi ne 
our body of work. For instance, when you see a piece of artwork, 
craft, or jewelry and you know immediately who created the 
work, then this artist has a very defi ning style. 

A stylized artistic expression is just one of many styles used 
to take an item we are generally familiar with and recognize but 
change it in a simplifi ed manner for eff ect. The results are usually 
not natural or spontaneous but conform to a particular set of 
rules set by the artist. In other words, we move away from the 
original reference in the real world by means of interpretative 

Stylized
Simplifying design elements for effect
By Holly Gage

A

B
design. The cool thing is that we set 
the design rules according to what we 
desire, rather than according to nature 
or conventional thought. 

A Stylized Approach
What is the thought process behind 
stylized art? This depends on the mo-
tive of the artist, so let’s take a look 
and see how diff erent artists approach 
the topic. 

In my botanical collection, for ex-
ample, I attempt to capture a realistic 
representation of nature as I see it and 
try to interpret the beauty and grace 
of mother nature herself. These pieces 
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are not stylized but as true to life as 
possible. 

However, the Hawaiian Lei 
brooch (page 72), has its own 
set of rules. First, it is completely 
made up, though motivated by real 
tropical plant parts. My goal was to 
demonstrate a stylized approach to 
the leaves by simplifying the lines 
and overall sharply pleated texture 
(Figures A and B). 

The fl ower’s center dramatizes 
the symmetry, patterns, shadows, 
and spaces of a hibiscus fl ower, but 
these shapes are much softer in real 
life. My rule was to represent all lines 
with crisp, clean edges rather than 
the ornate edges you’d fi nd on a real 

plant. All curves are more uniform 
and regular, and the satin fi nish is 
devoid of natural texture (Figures C 

and D). 

Realistic to Abstract
Here are three ways to think about 
stylized design:
• Think of a continuum where realis-

tic art is on one end and abstract 
art is on the other: stylized art 
is somewhere in the middle. The 
closer images are to a photograph 
or mirror likeness, the more real-
istic we see the interpretation of 
the subject matter. Each step we 
move toward the abstract end of 
the continuum and away from the 
realistic end, the more the stylized 

the form becomes (Figure E). 
• Stylized forms represent a recog-

nizable subject. Once the form is 
so far along that continuum that 
the subject is no longer recogniz-
able, the form is no longer stylized 
but abstract. 

• The intention of the artist is also 
very important. An artist may 
intend that the object create a 
narrative, dramatize a feature, 
or draw emphasis to a point of 
reference. 

Look at Michael Marx’s piece, 
The Circle. Here he took the or-
ganic lines of a fi sh and interpreted 
them into a series of mechanical or 
industrial lines. He took an object 
that constantly moves in its natural 
environment and transformed it 
into something static. Adding his 

design

C

D

Interpretative Imagery Continuum

Stylized
AbstractRealistic

Between realistic and abstract imagery is the interpretative design where images are 
neither like the original nor unrecognizable  

The closer images are to the photograph
or mirror likeness, the more realistic

Each step away from an original or
recognizable image, the more abstract

E
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Stylized

stylized design, textures, coils, and 
the layering of details enhances the 
dimensionality and creates the sug-
gestion of movement. 

Michael says, “Each piece I create 
is meant to inspire a full spectrum of 
emotional reactions in both the indi-
vidual wearing the sculpture and the 
public viewing it, whether a smile, 
frown, joy, anger, or disgust. This 
is not to say that I have not made 
‘pretty’ things, but I do like poking 
the proverbial hornet’s nest from 
time to time. My work also has what 
I call ‘the giggle factor.’ As I envision 
a piece and begin working on it, I 
know I’m on the right track when I 
start laughing to myself” (Figure F). 

While Gordon Uyehara’s piece, 
Lamp Vessel, is meant to be a func-
tional art object, his style evolved 
from his sketches. “I like nature and 

Create a 
Stylized Pin

HAWAIIAN LEI, PAGE 72

What’s 
the Style? 
To get a better feel for what 
stylized design is, spend some 
time examining these examples 
that were created with metal clay. 
Try to identify the set of rules that 
dominates each artist’s piece, and 
ask yourself these questions:
•  Do any of the pieces present a 

narrative or seem to dramatize a 
point or meaning? 

•  How is texture used in these 
stylized designs? 

•  What metal clay techniques would 
lend themselves well to create a 
stylized effect? 

•  Which artists whose work you 
know would you say works in a 
stylized technique?

Gordon K. Uyehara 

Lamp Vessel 

Copper and bronze metal clay

128 mm x 59 mm x 50 mm

www.honudream.com 

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

F

G

the science-fi ction art that is infl u-
enced by it. The shapes, balance, 
and line fl uidity I use can be found 
in the natural world. While much of 
it is a conscious eff ort, some of the 
design work is just play. To start, it 
has fi ns for handles. Lines are used 
to outline and defi ne the over-
all object shape. This entails the 
aesthetics of the individual parts 
as well as their proportions to the 
rest of the object. The main form is 
circular; the decorative line features 
intentionally either radiate from or 
toward its center. This includes the 
alignment of the legs. Repeated 
elements like the bronze bumps, es-
pecially when arranged in a uniform 
way, create a pattern,” says Gordon 
(Figure G). 

HOLLY GAGE is  an award-winning jewelry 
artist whose honors include a 2015 Saul Bellow 
Design award. A full-time jewelry artist, she also 
teaches and is a certifi ed metal clay instructor, 
an author and a speaker. You can learn more 
about her jewelry and other accomplishments at 
www.HollyGage.com.

Michael J. Marx

The Circle

Fine silver metal clay

89 mm x 57 mm x 20.3 mm

www.unsaneart.com

PHOTO: COURTESY 

OF THE ARTIST
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ALOHA ‘AINA HAWAI’I 
Hawaiian Metal Clay 
Adventure with Gordon 

Uyehara was a week-long retreat 
I taught with the artist several 
years ago. The fi rst part of that 
title translates to “love of the land,” 
and I was looking to the Hawaiian 
landscape for inspiration while 
designing this piece. A Hawaiian 
gesture of welcome, the fl ower lei 
shows aff ection to guests arriving 
on the islands — how appropriate! 
Wear this beautiful brooch and you’ll 
practically feel wrapped in Hawaiian 
tradition as the scent of Honolulu’s 
native fl ora wafts through the air. 

We’ll create this brooch by molding 
metal clay in a custom copper texture 
plate; copper, because it is an easy to 
manipulate metal. We’ll emboss the 
plate on both sides with ball stylus 
tools and focus on stylized techniques 
to help you interpret fl owers with your 
own fl are. We’ll explore distinctive 
ways to set a gem in metal clay to 
create a dynamic focal point.

TOOLS FOR EMBOSSING 

1 A series of embossing tools and 
techniques can be used to create 

diff erent eff ects on copper. The 
colorless acrylic sheet on the left 
is used as a hard-working surface 
for refi ning embossed detail and 
making it crisp. The colorful foam 
sheet (center) is used as a cushion 
when making deep impressions in 

the copper with tools intended to 
add relief or dimension. You can also 
use packing foam for this purpose, 
which I used for this project. 

When embossing the copper sheet, 
whether with foam or acrylic beneath 
the copper, you will be working 
from front to back and back to front 
during the whole process. Diff erent 
ball stylus tools are used to make 
thick and thin lines, curves, shapes, 
and other embossed impressions in 
the metal. The cupping tool on the 
opposite end makes perfect dots of 
various size when coupled with the 
ball stylus. Tefl on deer foot tip refi n-
ers help you refi ne, smooth, and clean 
up around your design. The last thing 
to do before using your new plate 
with metal clay is cleaning up the 
embossed areas with a paper stump.

DRAWING TO COPPER 
SHEET 
Create the drawing for your lei 
brooch on a piece of paper. 

Cut a piece of copper sheet 
approximately ½" larger than your 
drawing and place the acrylic sheet 
underneath. 

2 Place the drawing on top of 
the copper sheet and trace 

the drawing using a ball point pen. 
Apply enough pressure to transfer 
the lines to the copper sheet to 
make a light impression.

3 Remove the drawing and place 
the foam sheet underneath the 

copper. With a small ball stylus 
and slight pressure, slide the tool 
over the light lines on the front of 
the copper to make them more 
pronounced. 

Build your own bit of tropical paradise to wear 

wherever you go  By Holly Gage

1 2

3

Hawaiian
 Lei
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SKILLS

Beginner to intermediate metal clay use

TIME IT TOOK

16 hours

MATERIALS 

• PMC3 or Low fi re Art Clay 

• (1) 5-8 mm fi re-in-place gem

• 1 small package of polymer clay 

• Copper sheet 34 gauge 

• Sterling 18 gauge round wire 

• ⅛" foam sheet 

• Acrylic sheet/hard surface 

• Felting fi bers to complement
 stone choice 

• 2 part molding compound 

TOOLS

Various ball stylus/cupping tools, Tefl on 
deer foot tips, paper stump, mini saw or 
jeweler’s saw with hockey puck or other 
support, props 

SOURCES

Most of the tools and materials for this 
project are available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many of whom 
can be found in our Advertisers’ Index, 
page 93.

What 
You Need

Jewelry Project

4 5

4 Return the acrylic sheet under-
neath, fl ip the copper sheet 

over, and trace around the outside 
edge of the same line, angling your 
tool inward a bit to thin the line and 
make it crisp.

5 To make rounded dots that 
pop up on the front, make 

a rounded impression with a 
medium sized ball stylus on the 
reverse side while working on the 
foam sheet.
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Jewelry Project  HAWAIIAN LEI

6 On the acrylic sheet, fl ip the 
copper over, fl ip the tool to the 

cupping end, and press down over 
the dot to defi ne it.

Note: As you continue working, 
you will flip the copper sheet often. 
Remember to use the foam for cre-
ating embossed lines and depth, and 
the acrylic sheet to refine shapes. 

POINTED SIDE LEAVES 
Go over the vein with a small ball 
stylus, sliding the tool down the 
center guideline of the leaf. 

Flip the copper over and draw 
a line on either side of the vein, 
following the contour of the leaf to 
a point. This should create a leaf 
shaped accordion eff ect. 

7 Always return to the opposite 
side to crisp up lines as needed.

PETAL SURROUND 
For the petals, use a larger ball stylus 
and a scooping motion. Start the 
stroke lightly, then add more pres-
sure, then lighten up again at the end 
of the stroke. This gives more depth 
to the middle portion. 

Make radiating lines from the top 
and bottom of each petal following 
the contour. Use varied pressure from 
stroke to stroke to add interest. 

8 In between petals, fl ip over the 
copper sheet and crisp up the 

lines, defi ning one from the next. 
Also refi ne the edges around the 
petals with a small ball stylus to 
fi nish them off . 

ROUNDED, DIMENSIONAL 
STEMS
Press with an appropriate size stylus, 
fi tting in between the guidelines from 
the reverse side. 

Use elongated strokes if you want 
to minimize tool strokes. Use a 
smaller tool and several small strokes 
to make a branch-like texture. 

Use the tefl on deer foot around 

edges between shapes to crisp up 
lines. 

Use the paper stump to remove 
wrinkles and unwanted marks 
appearing in the fi nal embossed 
copper plate. 

Tip: When you need a point, just 
sharpen the stump.

PRESS CLAY INTO SHEET 

9 Roll metal clay to 4 cards thick 
and press into the copper plate, 

starting in the center and system-
atically progressing outward to the 
edge. For a crisp impression, you 
need no lubrication; it won’t stick.

10 Cut the extra clay, including 
the center, and use various 

sized props to raise and add dimen-
sion to the leaves and stems. Move 
to a warming plate and let dry. 

Refi ne the leaves with a scalpel, 
sanding papers, and polishing 
papers as needed. Consider using 
your fi les to stylize the edges and 
curves. Set aside. 

7 86

9
More 

About Design

STYLIZED, PAGE 68

Customize 
Copper

TEXTURE ON DEMAND, 

PAGE 80
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CREATE THE SMALL 
HOLLOW FOR THE GEM
There are two hollow components 
for the center of this piece, which 
represents a fl oral bud: a small cup 
to hold the gem, and a larger hollow 
or cup to hold that pair.

Start with the smaller bud for 
the gem. Make an oblong ball 
approximately 1¾" the diameter of 
the gem’s width by using two-part 
molding compound. 

Note: Make the ball mold a bit 
smaller than you actually need to 
account for the thickness of the clay 
you are wrapping around it, making 
the overall size bigger. 

11 Wrap with a sheet of 3-card 
thick clay, blending the seams 

together with a rubber shaper until 
invisible. Roll between the palms of 
your hands to smooth the outside. 

12 Partially dry the metal clay on 
a warming plate, remove and 

cut down the center with a scalpel 
(larger round shown). Do not 
remove from the form and return 
to the drying plate until completely 
dried to avoid distorting the form.

Remove from the form and put 
the two halves back together by 
rehydrating the seam and adding a 
snake of lump clay. Smooth with a 
rubber shaper and dry completely. 

Sand the surface smooth with pol-
ishing papers. Set aside to fi nish later. 

CREATE THE LARGER 
HOLLOW OF THE BUD
To create the larger hollow in 
which the gem-in-bud will sit, 
repeat the directions under 
“Create the Small Hollow for the 
Bud” above with the following 
modifi cations: 
•  This ball mold should be slightly 

fl attened by pressing gently on 
the top with your fi nger. 

•  This ball should be twice the size 
as the fi rst ball. 

•  Afterward, this ball is made 
smooth in the palms of your 
hands, and rolled on a texture, 
such as sandpaper used here. 

•  After reattaching the two halves 
to match, texture the seam again.

13 To retexture this seam, dab at 
it with a damp bristle brush. 

14 Measure to ⅛" from the 
top. Use a jewelers saw, or 

mini saw supported on a rubber 
support or hockey puck, to cut off  
the top ⅛". 

Thin and even out the top edge 
while preserving the outside tex-
ture by sanding the inside edge, 
using coarse sandpaper. 

15 Since the inside will be 
visible, clean up any interior 

seams. Rehydrate any extra clay 
that may have oozed inside and 
blend it into the background.

10

13

11

14

12

15
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FORM THE PETALS USING 
THE COPPER SHEET 

16 The entire petal component 
is approximately twice the 

width of the larger round, so with 
a pencil trace the round in the 
center of the copper. 

Make another guide circle to 
indicate the outer edge and divide 
the circle at 8 even intervals with 
hatch marks indicating where the 
leaves should be drawn. 

Hand draw the petals, making 
every other petal slightly taller 
than the others. 

17-18 To texture the copper 
for the petals, use the 

same technique we used for the 
pointed side leaves earlier. Go over 
the vein with a small ball stylus, 
sliding the tool down the center 
guideline of the leaf. Flip the cop-
per over and draw a line on either 
side of the vein, following the 
contour of the leaf to a point for 
an accordion eff ect. Remember, 
always return to the opposite side 
to crisp up lines as needed. 

19 Press a sheet of clay 2 or 3 
cards thick into the mold and 

lay over a prop with a concave cen-
ter and broad soft edges. Let these 
petals dry, then smooth and refi ne.

Attach the large round to the petals 
by wetting contact areas, using 
lump clay, and gently pressing them 
together. Make sure the round open-
ing is level with the petals. 

SET THE GEM 

20 Using the smaller hollow bud, 
drill a hole in the top, and 

open it up approximately 1⁄16" smaller 
than the gem. 

With a pencil, mark the top with 
5 evenly spaced hatch marks.

21 With the smallest end of a 
micro round fi le, gradually fi le 

at each of the hatch marks to create 
a straight alley. When you are about 
1⁄16" in, start using the wider end of 
the fi le until you’ve made a circle 
just after the straighter portion. The 
result should be a stylized fl ower, 
with all sections the same size and 
shape. 

Attach the small bud to the larger 
center cup by wetting contact areas, 
adding lump clay, and pressing 
gently. It is important that the top of 
the bud sits level and is centered as 
before. 

Test that the gem sits fl ush in the 
center of the fi ve points without fall-
ing in. If you made your initial hole too 
big, add dots of thick slip on the ends 

of the points until the gem won’t fall 
through, then let dry thoroughly. 

Rehydrate just the points for 3 to 5 
minutes until the clay has softened, 
and set the gem. Make sure it is level 
by gently pressing it down with a 
shaper tip and then switching to a 
clear plastic snake roller. 

Roll 5 tiny balls and let them dry 
completely. Rehydrate just the 
bottoms of the balls by placing them 
into a shallow puddle of water. Also, 
hydrate the “prongs” just beyond the 
edge of the gem. 

17

20

18

21

19

16
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22 With tweezers or a fi ne-
tipped brush, pick up each 

of these 5 tiny balls and place half 
on the gem, half on the top of the 
hydrated area. Press gently with 
a shaper. Dot each ball with water 
to smooth any imperfections, and 
make self slip fl ow with gravity 
around the edge of the ball.

Tip: Check that the balls are 
secure. They are not only decorative 
but also help to hold the gem in place. 

23 Use a very narrowly pointed 
needle to carefully remove 

clay on all surfaces of the gem. 
Just before fi ring in the fi nal step, 

clean the stone with denatured 
alcohol. 

FOCAL AND 
EMBELLISHMENTS 
Wet all contact areas. Roll a 2 mm 
thick snake and add it to the edge 
of the circle in the center. Seat the 
centerpiece so it is level and the 
gem is upright.

Use your shaper to blend in the 
snake under the petals and on the 
reverse side. Once dry, fi ll in gaps 
with lump clay and create a smooth 
transition to the rest of the piece. 

You may add a texture on the 
reverse to match the outside of the 
center using the same technique (see 
Photo 13).

24 Add embellishments as 
desired, remembering to 

follow your stylized theme. Here 
balls were added strategically for 
aesthetics and additional strength. 

25 All is assembled. I also chose 
to add a pinch of red felt 

fi bers in the center, placing them in 
the cup around the stone without 
glue or other attachment.

TUBE PIN MOUNT AND 
LATCH 
Roll a snake of clay 3⁄16" thick by ½" 
long. When dry, cut in half: one half 
for the pin mount, the other for the 
latch. 

26 Use a pin vise and drill bit to 
open a hole in both tubes. 

Allow a healthy amount of room 
for your 18g wire to fi t, considering 
shrinkage when fi red. 

23

26

24

27

22

25

On Reflection
I hope you’ve enjoyed making your 
own floral project. Here are some 
questions to consider as you think 
about your next design.

1.  What set of rules did you set for 
yourself in creating your stylized 
piece?

2.  Embossing copper creates a 
certain quality of line. Can you 
describe the line quality and name 
ways you would use it in other 
embossed projects?

3.  Creating a recipe is a great way to 
come up with your own repeatable 
design. Make a drawing of your 
own and record each step (see 
Texture on Demand, p.tk), and see 
what new designs you can create.

4.  Copper sheet is one material to 
use in creating stylized designs. 
What other materials or methods 
might you use?

5.  Be creative. How else might you 
use the embossed copper sheet 
itself in a mixed media piece? How 
about a torch patina or enamel?

6.  Setting gems in unique ways adds 
pop to a focal point. Take time to 
notice interesting gem settings 
and come up with your own new 
designs.
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27 Run one of the tubes over 
sandpaper along its length, 

resulting in a C-shaped latch. Thin 
out the upper edge to help the latch 
catch the pin a bit easier. 

28 Draw center and horizontal 
guides with a pencil on the 

top ⅓ of the brooch to align the 
two parts. Place the pin mount 

29 3028

32 3331

perpendicular to the line butting the 
edge. Place the back edge of the 
C-shaped latch parallel to the line 
with the C opening visible on the 
opposite side. 

For greater surface contact, fl atten 
the areas on the tubes where they 
will be connected to the brooch. Wet 
both contact areas, add lump clay, 
and blend in smoothly with a shaper. 
Finish and dry completely. 

Fire the base on a bed of vermiculite 
for 2 hours at 1650° F. Finish as 
desired. Here you see a soft brushed, 
antiqued fi nish. 

FORM THE PIN BACK 
Measure the distance between the 
pin mount and latch, add ½", and cut 
on an angle. 

Note: The length may need 
adjusting. It should reach well into 
the latch without extending out the 
other side. 

29 File the angled cut to an even 
point.

30 Ball the other end of the wire 
by placing it just in front of 

the blue cone of a torch.

Tip: Add flux before you begin, to 
avoid wrinkling and puckering of the 
ball caused by oxidation. 

Work harden the pin by striking it on 
a steel plate with a nylon mallet. 

31 With round nose pliers, curve 
the pin approximately ⅛" from 

the balled end into a small arc. This 
provides counter pressure when the 
pin is in use. Bend the pin at the end 
of the curve into an L shape.

32 Insert the pin in the pin 
mount and bend the wire 

parallel to the C latch.

33 Curve the pin in a shallow arc 
toward the latch with your 

thumb. Adjust so the spring can 
be felt as you secure the pin in the 
latch, making sure the pin moves 
and catches smoothly. 

HOLLY GAGE is an award-winning jewelry artist 
whose honors include a 2015 Saul Bellow Design 
award. A full-time jewelry artist, she also teaches 
and is a certifi ed metal clay instructor, an author, 
and a speaker. You can learn more about her jewelry 
and other accomplishments at www.HollyGage.
com.

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8
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ONE OF THE GREAT things 
about working in metal clay 
is how readily it accepts 

texture, especially compared to 
working with metal sheet. I like to 
create texture plates in copper, 
which is easy to emboss and refi ne. 
Here are ways to make simple 
designs and build on them for more 
complex elements.

DRAWING FIRST
Start out with a line drawing on 
tracing paper. Make a sandwich 
starting with the tracing on top, the 
copper sheet in the center, and the 
acrylic sheet on the bottom. Use a 
ball point pen to transfer your line to 
the copper.

Remove the tracing paper and 
alternate working from front to 
back. For raised lines, use the 

foam as a base. To fl atten the 
background or defi ne an edge, 
work with the hard acrylic surface 
as the base. 

THICK AND THIN LINES 

1 Working from the front, draw 
evenly spaced lines using a ball 

stylus. From the back, use the same 
ball stylus in between the lines. For 
thick lines, use a medium stylus; for 
thin, a small stylus.

Design your own copper plates to use for texturing 

metal clay  By Holly Gage

Texture on Demand

Use the Plate

HAWAIIAN LEI, PAGE 72

About Design

STYLIZED, PAGE 68

1

4

2

5

3

Tip: Try using this technique with 
curved lines, too.

DOTS, BULL’S-EYE, 
SPIRALS

2 From the front, make random 
dots with varyingly sized ball 

styluses. Cup the dots from the 
back.

To make a bull’s-eye, make a small 
dot from the front, and cup from the 
back. Return to the front, and with 
a ball stylus add a line around the 
dot. From the back, add another line, 
and repeat as desired to enlarge the 
bull’s-eye.

Start a spiral from the front, leaving 
space between each progressively 
larger circle. On the back, use a 
narrow ball stylus to come in tight on 
either side of your line to defi ne it. 

RADIAL SPIRAL 

3 To make a radial spiral, start on 
the back and make your largest 

dot. Cup the dot from the front. 
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SKILLS

Basic hand tool use

TIME IT TOOK

Varies with your design and 
number of designs

MATERIALS

• Tracing paper

• Copper sheet 34 gauge 

• ⅛" foam sheet 

• Acrylic sheet/hard 
surface 

TOOLS

Ball point pen, various ball 
stylus/cupping tools, Tefl on 
deer foot tips, paper stump 

SOURCES

Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 93.

What
You Need

Tool Project

Continuing from the front, make 
radial lines with a medium stylus 
using a heavy hand. Work in between 
these lines from the back using a 
larger stylus, then add small dots. 
Return to the front to cup the dots.

SNOWFLAKE FLOWER 

4 From the front, make a large dot 
in the center of your snowfl ake 

or fl ower. Cup the dot from the back. 
Return to the front and put a smaller 
dot above the fi rst dot, then cup 
from the back. Return to the front 
again and create a yet smaller dot 
above the second dot, and cup from 
the back. 

On the front, add parentheses 
around the middle dot. From the 
back, add radial lines to the middle. 
From the front, make a V above the 
smallest dot. From the back, add a 
line in the center of the V. In front, 
press dots at the corners of the 
V. From the back, add half circles 
around these corner dots.

FLOWER VINE 

5 Working from the front with 
your ball stylus, deeply outline 

everything on your drawing but 
the dots. Make medium dots on the 
back, and cup them from the front. 
On the back, use a thin ball stylus 
to outline the work you did on the 
front to further defi ne it. Return to 
the front and use a larger ball stylus 
to push in the interior of the leaves. 
Continue on the front and burnish 
with the acrylic deer foot, and then 
the paper stump. 

Tip: To make a reversed embossed 
mold, as you would want for a pair 
of earrings, flip the tracing paper 
image to make a new image that 
curves in the opposite direction.

HOLLY GAGE is an award-winning jewelry artist 
whose honors include a 2015 Saul Bellow Design 
award. A full-time jewelry artist, she also teaches 
and is a certifi ed metal clay instructor, an author and 
a speaker. You can learn more about her jewelry and 
other accomplishments at www.HollyGage.com.
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I love looking at drusies. Every 
year I go to the Tucson gem 
shows and I stop at almost all 

of the drusy vendors to drool, but 
never purchase. I could never fi gure 
out what to do with drusy cabs. 
For one thing, a traditional bezel 
setting could be challenging with the 
irregular thickness and curved back. 
But mostly it would cover some of 
the pretty crystals, prongs were too 
simple, and plating edges required 
equipment that I did not own. 

Then one year I met a dealer from 
Uruguay — which meant that I could 
now buy directly from the mine. I 
simply could not pass up the deal, 
the sign of a true addict. So I bought 
a box of 20, only to have the cabs sit 
in my studio for three years. But like 
my fellow addicts, I would visit my 
treasures from time to time to fondle 
them and ponder some work of art. 
Then I’d just get disgusted with myself 
and return them to the box on the 
shelf. They haunted me from there 
until fi nally this design revealed itself.  Although this pendant features a 

bezel, it’s only part of what holds 
the cabochon in place. I decided to 
wire the cabochon to a bezel that 
surrounds the gem with a slight 
separation and bends away instead of 
closing in on it at the top. The bezel 
anchors the wires and leaves the 
stone’s surface nearly uninterrupted in 
all its glittering drusy glory.

DRILL THE STONE’S 
CENTER

1 Find the middle of your drusy 
cabochon, mark with a fi ne tip 

Sharpie. 
Drill a hole in the center of the drusy 

using a diamond coated drill bit. 
Caution: When drilling stone, 

always wear safety goggles and use 
lubricant. I prefer linseed oil because 

it is natural and easy to find at any 
hardware store. When using linseed 
oil, take care follow the manufac-
turer’s recommendations for proper 
containment and dispoals of any 
rags you have used to clean it up. 
Linseed oil will self-combust when 
given an accelerant like rags or 
paper towels. 

Dip the drill bit into some oil to 
coat the end.

2 Start the rotary tool, then 
approach the stone; this will 

prevent the bit from skidding. 

3-4 If you have created stone 
dust, clean off  with a 

toothbrush. Use a little Dawn liquid 
soap to remove any oils and rinse 
off . 

The secret’s in the setting of this sparkling stone  

By Kieu Pham Gray

Drusy Uncovered

1

4

2

3

Design Idea
Eleven are better than one! 

Create an entire necklace of wire-

bezeled drusy cabochons for a 

really stunning eff ect, and to use 

up that stash you’ve been looking 

at for years.
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SKILLS

Stone setting
Soldering

TIME IT TOOK

4 hours

MATERIALS

• Drusy freeform cabs

• 4-5"x¼, 26g sterling silver bezel wire

• 6" fi ne silver 20g wire

• 20-26" 1.2mm sterling silver bead 
chain and terminations

• 1 3mm (od) 19g sterling silver open 
jump rings 

• Solder (easy)

• Linseed oil

• Flux

• Pickle

• 400, 500, 600 sandpaper

• #0000 steel wool

TOOLS 

Metal fi les, torch with fi ne tip, soldering 
surface, fi re tweezers (cross-locking are 
best), ultra fl ush wire cutters, chain nose 

pliers, rotary tool, #47 diamond drill bit, 
#65 HSS drill bit, wooden mandrel or bench 
pin, safety goggles, forming stake, bench 
block or anvil

SOURCES

Most of the tools and materials for this 
project are available from TheUrbanBeader.
com, Riogrande.com, Fretz Designs, 
Uruguay Minerals, and other well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many of whom can 
be found in our Advertisers’ Index, page 93.

What You Need

Jewelry Project
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FORM THE BEZEL

5-6 Wrap the bezel wire 
loosely around a drusy. 

You do not want this to be snug but 
to allow room for the stone to move. 
Mark the end for trimming. 

7-9 Trim the ends so that they 
meet perfectly. File as 

necessary. Solder in place using any 
level solder. Pickle, rinse, and dry off . 

10 Sand both the inside and out-
side of the bezel at the joint to 

create a seamless surface. 

11 Reshape the bezel if distorted 
for soldering.

12-14 Place the bezel on a 
forming stake. Using 

a small planishing hammer, chase 
the bezel into the stake to create an 
anticlastic form. Gently, evenly work 
your way around the entire bezel. 

If your bezel has been misshaped 
by this process, anneal the bezel and 
reshape to the drusy. 

7

10

13

5

8

11

14

6

9

12
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15-16 Place the anticlastic 
bezel on a bench 

block or anvil, and hammer down 
the edges to create a channel. Flip 
the bezel back and forth while you 
are hammering to ensure an even 
channel.

DRILL THE BEZEL
Mark three positions for drilling 
evenly around the bezel, using a fi ne 
tip Sharpie.

17 Center punch the markings. 

17

20

23

18

21

19

22

1615

18-19 Using a high speed 
steel (HSS) drill bit 

and rotary tool on a wooden ring 
mandrel or bench pin, drill a hole at 
each mark.

20 Clean the bezel with steel 
wool or a brass brush. 

WIRE THE STONE TO THE 
BEZEL

21 Measure the distances 
between the center hole of the 

drusy to each hole of the bezel. Add 
½" to this measurement and cut 3 

wires accordingly. 
Draw a ball approximately 2mm at 

the end of each wire.

22 Place all three wires through 
the hole in the drusy. Make a 

tight bend on the back pulling each 
wire toward its respective hole.

23 Insert one wire into each of 
the three holes in the bezel. 
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26

29

24

27

25

28

24 Trim the wires leaving ⅛" of 
wire exposed for a ball.

 25-26 Draw a ball with a 
fi ne torch head. (I 

use a #7 Smith Little Torch.) This 
will secure the wires to the bezel. 
It should also happen quickly. Take 
care not to overheat the unit as it 
may crack the stone. 

ADD THE CHAIN AND 
CLASP
We’re going to decorate the bezel 
with a layer of chain. Measure the 
circumference of the bezel and 
add this measure to the desired 
necklace length. 

27 Wrap the chain around the 
unit starting from the middle.

See More 
Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

28-29 At the top of the 
pendant where the 

two sides of the chain meet, secure 
a 3mm jump ring. This will prevent 
the chain from spreading apart. 
Solder the jump ring in place with 
easy solder. To fi nish the necklace, 
solder endcaps or jump rings to the 
end of the chain then attach a clasp 
to one end.

If needed, pickle, rinse, and dry off . 
Clean up the chain and pendant with 
steel wool or a brass brush.

 KIEU PHAM GRAY has been creating jewelry for 
almost 20 years. She and her husband, Andy, own 
and operate www.TheUrbanBeader.com, where 
they work to provide the industry with specialty 
supplies and tools. Most recently, she co-founded 
www.EverCrafting.com, a social media site for serial 
crafters.
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Follow popular quiller Ann Martin 

as she takes you on a journey 

through The Art of Quilling Paper 

Jewelry! Learn to create gilded 

pendants and earrings as you 

try your hand at different coils 

and scrolls, such as teardrops, 

marquise, rings and more. Whether 

you are an accomplished jewelry 

artist or a novice crafter, you 

have the ability to create metallic 

designs that are light as a feather!

9781632505774 | $22.99 US 
| 128 PAGES

AVAILABLE IN 

BOOK AND EBOOK!
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Fire Up Your Passion for PMC with the  
Getting Started Precious 
Metal Clay Course Series!

Introduction Course: Learn 
the basics to work with PMC

Molded Earrings Course: Use 
molds and found objects in 
your home to create texture 
and shape

Overlay Earrings Course: 
Learn how to overlay 
precious metal clay to add 
dimension to your piece

Faceted Stones Course: 
Incorporate faceted stones 
to create a professional and 
complete look! 

Follow along with expert Darlene Armstrong  
as she teaches you how to torch fire PMC  
through four beginning courses:

Plus, the course content is available to you anytime, anywhere! Work at your own pace through 
video lessons and interactive learning opportunities that will spark your passion for making jewelry!

www.interweave.com
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Facets
news & product innovations

Jewelry of Ancient Nubia
The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (MFA) presents “Ancient Nubia Now,” a new exhibition running 
October 13, 2019  through January 20, 2020. Included are more than 400 objects from the museum’s 
collection of Nubian art, with over 140 pieces of jewelry once owned by the queens of Nubia.
Located along the Nile in what is now Sudan, Nubia was an important source of gold and was thus 
a major jewelry-making center. The pieces in the exhibit were created by ancient Nubian artisans 
between 1700 BCE and 300 CE.
More at www.mfa.org
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Hathor-
Headed 
Crystal 

Pendant
Nubian, Napatan 

Period, reign of 

Piankhy (Piye)

743–712 B.C.

Gold, rock crystal

PHOTO: HARVARD 

UNIVERSITY — BOSTON 

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 

EXPEDITION

Pendant with 
Ram-Headed 
Sphinx (on 
cloisonné enamel 
pedestal)
Nubian, Napatan Period, 

reign of Piankhy (Piye)

743–712 B.C.

Gilded silver, lapis lazuli, 

and glass

PHOTO: HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

— BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE 

ARTS EXPEDITION

Winged Isis Pectoral
Nubian, Napatan Period, reign of Amaninatakelebte

538–519 B.C.

Gold

PHOTO: HARVARD UNIVERSITY — BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS EXPEDITION
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News to 
Share?
Facets accepts news and images 
of new products, innovations, 
industry happenings, and 
events as space permits. Share 
your news for possible print 
publication or online use by 
sending items to krosenbusch@
peakmediaproperties.com. Please 
be sure to indicate  “Facets” on 
the subject line.

Eva Sherman
Faux Channel Set Eternity Rings

Sterling silver, faceted stones

PHOTO: EVA SHERMAN

Coming 
in January/February

@InterweaveJewelry

InterweaveJewelry is your 
resource for free projects, 
videos, trends, and more. 
There’s always something 
new to learn!

Follow 
Us On 
Instagram!

•  Mexican opal
•  Band rings
•  Spartan shield cuff
•  Floating stone setting

Stuller, Inc. has recently 
introduced its latest catalog, 
Findings and Metals, 2020-
2021. The new catalog has been 
revised to make it easier to find 
and identify desired products. 
It also includes a range of new 
products, including a wider 
variety of 14K rose 
gold findings.
More at Stuller.com/

FindingsCatalog2020

New 
StullerCatalog

Ransom & Randolph 
(R&R) of Maumee, 
Ohio, has secured 
the formulation and 
manufacturing rights 
for the former Satin 
Cast™ family of jewelry 
investments from 
Allied Mineral Products. 
R&R will manufacture 
and distribute SC20, 
KC2000, SC-D, SC-X, 
and SV20 investments 
for jewelry casting 
along with its existing 
Ultra-Vest® casting 
investment line. 
More at www.ransom

-randolph.com

Satin Cast™ 
Casting 
Investments
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The new, improved
Paragon SC-2 Pro fires
glass and silver clay and
anneals beads
Paragon’s SC-2 Pro also fires

enameling and decals. Sleek
stainless steel door and 9” han-
dle; silent operation. Optional
bead door and glass window
available. Fires rapidly up to
2000°F on 120 volts. Includes top
vent hole and plug. 8” wide, 7 ¾”
deep, 5 ¾” high interior. Precision
electronic controller. Included are 2 printed instruction
manuals totaling 44 pages. Kiln ships by UPS. Made in
USA. Certified by TUV to CSA and UL safety standards.
Call or email for a free catalog.

Paragon Industries, L.P. / 2011 S. Town East
Mesquite, Texas 75149 / 800-876-4328

info@paragonweb.com www.paragonweb.com
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Improve your jewelry-making  
skills from experts in the field! 

Browse all courses today  
at Interweave.com

REGISTER  
for ONLINE  

COURSES

Write for Catalog
Tru-Square Metal Products • P.O. Box 585 • Auburn, WA  98071
www.thumlerstumbler.com • t-tumbler@thumlerstumbler.com

Wire Work Bead Weaving Chainmaille Metalsmithing

Made in the USA

Wire Work Bead We

xuron.com

Whether you’re a beginner
or professional designer, 

there’s a Xuron® tool to
meet your needs! 
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more info at

Crystal, Mineral 
& Gem Shows

Richmond Raceway March 13-15, 2020
VA Beach Conv Center April 3-5, 2020
NC State Fairgrounds June TBD
NC State Fairgrounds July TBD
VA Beach Conv Center July 17-19, 2020
NC State Fairgrounds September 4-7, 2020
Richmond Raceway September 18-20, 2020
Ocean City Conv Center September 25-27, 2020
VA Beach Conv Center October 9-11, 2020
• Rare Mineral Specimens
• Beautiful Colored

Gemstones

• Pearls & Pearl Jewerly
• Diverse Selection of Beads
• Museum Quality Fossils

CONTACT US:  804-642-2011
jane@treasuresoftheearth.com
ellen@treasuresoftheearth.com
www.facebook.com/treasuresofearth

www.TreasuresOfTheEarth.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
CUSTOM JEWELRY CASTING AND 
MANUFACTURING
45 YEARS’ JEWELRY MANUFACTURING 

EXPERIENCE. We use de-oxidized sterling 

silver alloy, ZERO firescale! Metals used 

include de-ox sterling silver, de-ox 10,14,18k 

gold in yellow white and red, de-oxidized 

yellow bronze, silicon bronze, and white 

bronze. Our special processing includes 

cast and tumble only, mechanical finish, 

or complete hand finish, ensuring a 

quality product. We are experts in mold 

making using silicon and latex rubbers. 

We produce small runs or up to 1,000s of 

pieces. 3-D printing and model making are 

also available. Please contact RUIDOSO 

METAL WORKS through our website 

www.ruidosometalworks.com or our 

toll-free number (888) 552-5299.

FINE GEMS: OPTIMA GEMS
WWW.OPTIMAGEM.COM We have the 

most accurate colored stone grading in 

the industry. We provide consistent fine-

quality calibrated gems with free color 

matching. In addition, we have a huge 

selection of unique cuts, unusual gem 

types, crystals, and bargain CLOSEOUTS. 

Call or email our USA-based customer 

service team today for honest and friendly 

service. (800) 543-5563 

support@optimagem.com.

MOLDAVITE, green 5mm round brilliant - 

$6 ea.

SAPPHIRE, beautiful blue 1.5mm round 

brilliant - $2 ea.

NEW ITEMS, over 500 every month. 

Register to view them all at 

www.optimagem.com.

GEMSTONES
ATTENTION: GOLDSMITHS, JEWELERS, 

BROKERS, INVESTORS, GEM 

COLLECTORS! Buy gemstones direct 

from Thailand and save on Emerald, Ruby, 

Sapphire, Spinel, Opal, and a wide variety 

of precious and semi-precious gems from 

the source. Over 25 years of experience in 

the gem industry.

www.thegemportal.com

Gem & Jewelry Shops
Find the fi nest rock shops, jewelry supplies 
and lapidary materials. Whether you need 
jewelry fi ndings, mineral and fossil specimens, 
rough material, lapidary equipment, gems, 
fi ndings, jewelry, or the perfect gift, you can 
fi nd it here. For information about adding your 
gem and jewelry shop to the next issue, please 
contact Stephanie Griess at Stephanie.Griess@
fwmedia.com.

KANSAS
McMullen Jewelry Natural 

Stone Gallery

4717 E. Douglas Ave. 

Wichita, KS 67218 

(316) 684-1611 

www.mcmullenjewelry.com 

Come and discover the wonders of 

nature. A wonderful collection of loose 

gemstones, cabochons, crystals, and 

mineral specimens. Unique gifts, beads, 

and carvings. Custom jewelry work in 

silver, gold, and platinum. Professional 

repairs done on premise. Graduate 

gemologist on staff. The art and craft of 

metal and stone. Pursuing a finer quality.

MICHIGAN
The Creative Fringe

117 Washington Ave

Grand Haven, MI 49417

(616) 296-0020

www.thecreativefringe.com

We’re a full-service bead and jewelry supply 

shop offering an extensive collection of 

beads & cabochons, findings, sterling 

silver wire, sheet & blanks, gold-filled, base 

metals, beading and metalsmithing tools, 

lampworking supplies, soldering supplies 

and more. Cultivate your creative side 

with classes from beginning to advanced 

in metalworking, enameling, lampwork 

and beading. Private classes, parties, & 

workstations available. Come to the Fringe! 

Your creativity awaits you!

Studio JSD—Jewelry, 

Makerspace, and Gallery

219 N. 7th, Grand Haven, MI 49417

(616) 607-2470

www.Studiojsd.com
West Michigan’s premiere metalsmithing 
studio is also your tool and supply 
headquarters! We carry a full line of 
jewelers tools, including hand tools from 
Eurotool and Grobet, lapidary equipment 
from Diamond Pacific, workbenches, 
rolling mills, flex shafts, and more! You will 
also find silver, brass, and copper wire, 
sheet, blanks, and findings, as well as 
soldering and finishing equipment, books, 
cabs, slabs, gems, and jewelry kits. Visit us 

soon at Studio JSD!!

PENNSYLVANIA
Gilman’s at the Cave

726 Durham St.

Hellertown, PA 18055

(888) 529-1907

www.shop.gilmansatthecave.com

Jewelry making supplies: tools, lapidary 

equipment, metals, findings, beads, 

minerals, gemstones rough and polished. 

Make it a day trip: tour Lost River Caverns, 

walk our nature trail and picnic in our 

grove.
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Boulder Metalsmithing 
Association (BoMA)
4919 Broadway, Unit 15
Boulder, CO 80304
(720) 346-3233
info@bouldermetalsmiths.com
www.bouldermetalsmiths.com
Located in beautiful Boulder, Colorado, 
BoMA off ers workshops taught by world-
class instructors for all levels from beginners 
to professionals. We also off er a shared, open 
studio for experienced metalsmiths. Visit our 
website to learn more about BoMA and get 
recommendations for your visit to Boulder.

William Holland School of 
Lapidary Arts
PO Box 980, 230 Lapidary Ln. 
Young Harris, GA 30582
(706) 379-2126
lapidary@windstream.net
www.lapidaryschool.org
We off er classes in beading, cabochons, 
silver, gold, wire wrappings, glass beadmak-
ing, chain making, channel, faceting, gem ID, 
mineral ID, intarsia, glass fusing, opals, silver 
clay casting, jewelry repair, and gem trees, 
from April–October each year. Check out our 
website.

Studio JSD
219 N. 7th St., Suite 4
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 607-2470
www.studiojsd.com
Students at Studio JSD are encouraged to 
develop their unique style as they learn fun-
damentals in jewelry fabrication. Schedules 
include multi week class sessions, studio 
intensives, technical classes and special 
workshops with nationally known arists includ-
ing Michael David Sturlin, Julie Sanford and 
Richard Salley. Our guests enjoy a large, fully 
equipped jewelry studio, small class sizes 
and professional instructors, located near the 
sandy shores of beautiful Lake Michigan. Visit 
the website for current program schedules 
and reserve your bench today!

Carpenter Art Enamel 
Foundation
645 Colfax Ave.
Bellevue, KY 41073
(859) 360-6384
Whether you are a novice to enameling or 
looking to hone your skills, you will certainly 
enjoy working in our well-equipped studio, 
learning from experts like Thompson 
Enamel’s Tom Ellis in techniques and materi-
als, and being inspired with over 1100 works 
of enameled art in our museum. We off er 
weekend and week-long workshops, evening 
classes and enameling retreats. Check out 
our website for details and we hope to see 
you soon!

Quench Jewelry Arts, LLC
681 17th. Ave. NE, Suite #100
Minneapolis, MN 55413
www.quenchjewelryarts.com
We off er a broad range of jewelry classes and 
workshops for all ages and skill levels. Master 
series as well as Metalsmithing 1&2 sessions, 
stone setting, wax carving, lost wax casting, 
cuttlefi sh casting, enameling, project-based 
classes and more. Creative and inviting 
atmosphere located in the heart of the NE 
Minneapolis Arts District.

Santa Fe Jewelers Supply
Bob Hazeltine, Instructor 
3200 Mercantile Ct.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
(800) 659-3835
Instructor Ph: (505) 400-3274
info@sfjs.net, www.sfjs.net
bob.hazeltine@gmail.com
Novice or advanced, small group or private 
(classes limited to 4). We off er instruction 
for both the beginner and the journeyman. 
Bob Hazeltine brings 40+ years of experience 
and award winning designs to the classroom. 
Comprehensive training available in basic 
and advanced techniques including stone 
setting, wax carving and casting, soldering, 
and lapidary stone cutting and polishing. Add 
vibrant color to your pieces with Basic or 
Advanced Enameling classes. SFJS now off ers 
a complete line of enamels and enameling 
tools. Bob can also customize curriculum to 
your particular needs. Certifi cate programs 
off ered.We look forward to seeing you in class!

Taos School of 
Metalsmithing and 
Lapidary Design
PO Box 3005
Taos, NM 87571
(575) 758-0207
mndesigns@msn.com 
www.taosjewelryschool.com
Taos Jewelry School off ers beginning through 
advanced classes in jewelry and lapidary de-
sign throughout the year taught by internation-
ally recognized designer Marilynn Nicholson, 
known for her unusual techniques in cutting 
and setting stones, and innovative designs for 
catches and mechanisms. Individual and small 
classes emphasize personal attention in an 
artistically stimulating atmosphere.

The Craft Guild
3410 Midcourt Rd., #115
Dallas, TX 75006
(972) 490-0303
info@craftguildofdallas.org
www.craftguildofdallas.org
Since 1948, The Craft Guild of Dallas has 
off ered beginning to advanced jewelry and 
metalsmithing courses. Classes in fabrication, 
stone setting, enameling, design, wax carving/
casting, beading, chain making, metal clay 
and more are off ered in our state-of-the-art 
studios. Each year, we host Master’s Invitational 
Workshops. 2019 brings Mary Lee Hu, Linda 
Kindler Priest, Anne Havel, Jane Redman and 
Joanna Gollberg. For more information check 
our website for details.

Wear Ever Jewelry Studio 
School
1112 King St., First Floor
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 299-0921
info@weareverjewelry.com
www.weareverjewelry.com
Learn to make jewelry from award-winning art-
ists and exhibiting studio jewelers! Each class/
workshop is limited to fi ve students, which 
allows for lots of individual instruction. Learn 
basic metalsmithing techniques, wax carving, 
metal clay, enameling, powder coating, granu-
lation, and more. We welcome all student levels 
from beginner to professional. Our light-fi lled, 
well-equipped studio is located in the heart 
of Alexandria, Virginia’s historic district with 
unique restaurants and boutique shopping, just 
10 minutes from Washington, DC

Shake Rag Alley Center for 
the Arts
18 Shake Rag St.
Mineral Point, WI 53565
(608) 987-3292
www.ShakeRagAlley.com
Jewelry workshops are held in a comfortable, 
well-equipped studio in historic Mineral Point. 
Classes are small and led by talented regional 
instructors as well as nationally known visiting 
instructors. Techniques include fabrication, 
wire working, beading, and mixed media. 
2019 visiting instructors include Sarah 
Thompson, Richard Salley, Nicole Hanna, 
Susan Lenart Kazmer, Robert Lopez, Eva 
Sherman, Mary Karg, and Kieu Pham Gray. 
See our website for details.

YOUR AD HERE!
Contact

Stephanie Griess
(970) 613-4630

or
sgriess@peakmediaproperties.com



Carolyn Edlund is an 
entrepreneur, writer, 
speaker and art business 
consultant. She owned a 
production ceramic jewelry 
studio for twenty years, 
selling her products into 
over 1,000 retail accounts 
as well as selling retail 
to the public. She is the 

Executive Director of the Arts Business 
Institute, a non-profit organization 
dedicated to professional development and 
speaks at business workshops for artists in 
the US and abroad.

Carolyn will guide you through the different 
venues available and help you determine 
which venue is best suited for your business. 
You’ll also learn how to create compelling 
displays to draw customers in and how to 
bundle your pieces to get more bang for your 
customers’ buck! 

ART BUSINESS ONLINE WORKSHOP SERIES

Learn the Ins and Outs of Running a  
Successful and Profitable Jewelry Business  

From Instructor Carolyn Edlund

At the completion of both of these online 
workshops, you’ll have 2 personalized 
PDF workbooks to use that are fully 
customized to your unique brand and 
style, based on questions answered 
throughout the course.

Register today at 
Interweave.com 

and learn the insider secrets 
to building a successful and 
profitable jewelry business!

Explore your business through a whole new 
perspective! You will develop your signature 
style and your target audience through a 
series of questions compiled into a PDF 
workbook. In addition, you will gain an 
understanding of your personal story and 
how to use it to build your brand. 
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DONE

I love sharing my designs and 
tutorials. They have been show-
cased in numerous publications 
by Lark Crafts as well as Art 
Jewelry, Metalsmith, Lapidary 
Journal Jewelry Artist, Rock & 
Gem, Art Doll Quarterly, The 
Crafts Report, and Creative 
Home Arts magazines.

DOING

Currently, I am exploring some 
twisted wire lamination designs.

FAVORITE PART

I love casting in cuttlebone. It is 
such fun to carve designs into 
the bone and I still get excited 
when opening a mold.

HEROES

Master metalsmith Elliott Pujol 
and his wife, Barbara. I am so 
grateful for all of their support 
and encouragement.

Karen J. Lauseng

Cuff Bracelet

Sterling, brass

Influenced by New Mexico’s winding roads

Doer’s Profile

Karen’s 
Cowboy Boot 

Earrings

WESTERN ROMANCE, PAGE 26

FIRST PIECE

The fi rst piece I made was a 
sterling silver bracelet. I still 
have it and wear it occasionally.

DESIGN SOURCES

My designs are inspired by 
nature and the beautiful New 
Mexico landscapes.

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY

I have often thought I would like 
a jewelers bench, and yet an old 
wooden door mounted on steel 
plumbing pipe has served me 
well for close to 30 years. I am 
probably not interested in mak-
ing a change at this point.

ON BENCH NOW

A pile of textured brass, copper, 
and silver to be used in three 
link bracelets.

MORE AT

www.kjartworks.net
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America’s Favorite 
Beading and Jewelry 
Supply Company®

Go online to see over 100,000 
HOT jewelry-making 
products and order a 

Free catalog todayYou supply the creativity,You suppply th
we supply 
everything 
else!®

Copyright
Fire Mountain Gems 

and Beads© 2019

Brandy Bruder
Gold Medal Prize Winner, 

2019 Metals Jewelry-
Making Contest

www.firemountaingems.comg
  One Fire Mountain Way, DEPT C020 Grants Pass, 

OR  97526-2373  1-800-355-2137

Ask about our Platinum 

Partners Wholesale Program

Platinum@firemtn.com



Renew Your Clay.
Refine Your Craft.

“I use new PMC® Aqua all the time. It’s engineered and designed to rehydrate PMC 
better than water or slip, with a uniform and less messy application that makes a more 
consistent, more usable clay. I use it to create my own PMC sheet, syringe paste and slip. 
And when my metal clay dries out, PMC Aqua makes it like new again. If you’re working 
with PMC, try it. You’ll like it so much better than water!” 
—Thomas Flores, PMC instructor and Rio Grande Jewelry Tech Team member

#RioJeweler800.545.6566riogrande.com




